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Energy Costs May Raise Tuition
by Scotte Gordon
This year's overwhelming high
energy costs at Trinity has made a
tuition or room and board increase
inevitable for next September.
The hike is expected to compensate for the high costs incurred
this year and continued rises anticipated for next year. According
to Robert A. Pedemonti, Comptroller and Budget Director, the
proposed increase will be
presented with the budget in its
final form to the Executive
Committee of the Board of
Trustees at the end of April. Actual
adoption of the budget, including
the proposed increase will follow at
the May meeting by the entire
Board.
Commenting on the energy
prices incurred at Trinity this year
and its relationship to a tuition
increase, Pedemonti emphasized,
"We are trying to present an accurate picture as we adopt the
budget. By waiting unti] April we
hope to take into consideration
every variable that will influence
prices."
According to recent oil and
electricity figures released by Riel
S. Crandall, director of Buildings
and Grounds, Trinity is part of the
effects of the nationwide spiral of
inflation and fluctuating energy
costs.
Oil prices per gallon show the
greatest gains during the period
beginning in December 1972 ex-

tending to June 1974. Figures are
broken down according to three
standard oil types: #2, H and #6.
m fuel oil, used exclusively in the
campus central heating plant,

experienced a 216 per cent jump in figures
ngures now
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unit price from Dec. 1972 to June decline from that high point in
1974. The original eleven-cents-per- June.
gallon price rose to thirty-five
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and Ogilby
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forty- nine per cent gain in price
the secondd half of last year
Overall, the span from Dec. '72 to
Dec. '74 charted an accumulated
increase of 182 per cent.
The price of #2 oil (diesel fuel),
reserved to heat homes and fuel
trucks on campus, approximately
doubled during the two-year
period. Prices for diesel fuel do not
show any signs, of lowering, since
December's figures register a
thirty-four per cent increase over
last June.
Electricity costs per kilowatt
hour show a gain in similar
proportion. Figures charting
prices during the fifteen month
period from August 1973 to
November 1974 indicate a ninetytwo per cent increase. The original
price rose from just under two
cents an hour to 3 and 1/4 cents.
The period ending late last year
revealed a significantly lower nine
per cent decline in price compared
to 1973.
The higher electricity bill is due
in part to the additional fuel adjustment charge rendered by the
utility company. Connecticut's
Public Utility Commission (PUC)
grants the utility permission to
pharge the consumer's a monthly
fuel adjustment rate in order to
meet the current fluctuating costs
of oil necessary for the company's
operation.
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Kayman's Reform Proposal Discussed
Discussed in Part by SGA
Steve Kayman's tour-point
proposal tor a revised student
government was debated in- part
last Wednesday evening at the
Student Government meeting. The
proposal will be put to the student
body in a referendum next May.
Initial plans were formulated for
the first part of the referendum
concerning the creation of a
Business or Budget Committee
from the Student Activities
Committee and the present Budget
Committee.

A revision o{ Kayman's proposal G o v e r n o r s ( P r o g r a m m i n g
was made calling for 80 per cent of Committee), was also begun.
the proposed Budget Committee to
In other action former SGA
be elected by and from the student
Mary
Nelson's
body and 20 per cent by and from member
the SGA plus the chairman. resignation was announced by
Kayman's proposal called for 100 Gary Morgans, SGA president.
The newly-created Security
per cent of the body's members to
be elected by and from the SGA, Committee, according to a report
by Rand Foreman, committee
Preliminary discussion of the chairman, will join forces with the
second part of Kayman's proposal, Trinity's Women's Organization
dealing with the responsibilities of (TWO) security committee. The
the proposed Mather Board of SGA sub-committee met on
Thursday, Jan. 30, and formulated
suggestions for improved campus
security. On Monday, Feb. 3, the
suggestions were made to A. A.
Garofolo, director of security.

the suggestions of a complete
security pamphlet and the installation of additional punch
clocks in critical areas outside.
Garofolo cited weather obstacles
toward the purchase of the cart,
and monetary obstacles toward
installation of call boxes. He added, however, that "he would
seriously investigate its call box
installation feasibility," according
to Foreman's report.
The seventh place candidate for
the Budget Committee is last

year's election, Lisa Heilbronn,
was appointed to the Committee,
according to a report by the Budget
Committee. She replaces Arthur
Johnson, who is in Rome this term.
Other committee appointments
made last Wednesday were Gil
Childers to the Space Use Committee and Tom Santopietro to the
Athletic Advisory Committee.
Continuation of discussion of
Kayman's proposal will be held at
the SGA meeting tomorrow
evening.

American Studies Major

The suggestions include a
security bulletin board in Mather
Hall for information on recent
crimes, a complaint/suggestion
box, a complete campus security
pamphlet, installation of outdoor
punch clocks, purchase of a cart to
patrol the campus, and installation
of various call boxes around the
campus.
.

An American Studies major is an American Studies major for the
now a reality, according to past five years according to Sloan
Professor Edward Sloan, coor- through the Individual Degree
dinator of the major. The an- Program. The confirmation by the
nouncement followed positive Board Officially approved the
decisions by the Education Policy major as a formal program.
Committee, the Curriculum
Ten graduating seniors in 1973-74
Committee, and the Board of were American Studies majors, as
Trustees.
well as five this year and 14
A professor with special com- predicted for 1976. •
petence will be hired as a joint
Sloan said he wished to keep the
American Studies/History ap- courses specifically designed for
Garofolo agreed to a suggestion
box, but insisted that the SGA pointment. He will eventually take the course small for maximum
handle the administration of the over the American Studies efficiency. Complete details of
program from Sloan.
suggestions as well as the security
course requirements are available
bulletin board. He also agreed with
Students have been able to take from Sloan.

Berkeley Students vs,NBC
the party was answered on the
December 13 Nightly News when
Chancellor conceded that the
students had been invited by NBC
to be filmed. The broadcast then
showed
students
smoking
marijuana and defending their
right to use the drug.
In a letter to the students early
this month, NBC News Vice
The students complained that a ^President Lee Hanna said the
group of marijuana smoking Berkeley students' criticism was
students were shown while John "well taken."
However, NBC did not give in on
Chancellor commented that people
who used marijuana at Berkeley another point of contention coneven invited television crews to nected with the November 11
film them. The group of students broadcast.
shown had been asked by the NBC
As part of the marijuana
crew to come and give their segment, footage of Telegraph
opinions on marijuana use, but Avenue was shown while Channone of the students' views were cellor commented that, "Berkeley
aired.
students don't have to go far to see
The Berkeley complaint about the effects of too much marijuana.

(CPS)-A group of seven jour' nalism students at the University
of California/Berkeley have extracted a partial concession from
NBC that a November 11 segment
on the NBC Nightly News
presented a "totally false image of
Berkeley,, its students, and the
whole issue of marijuana use."

pnoto t>y Nina Meiedandri

Thirsty townlets demonstrate that even their world is not
fiat, proving once again that necessity is indeed the mother of
invention.

On Telegraph Avenue there's a
kind of Skid Row." Chancellor
went on to say that if "these young
people" were headed for a career
or education, "they have now
forgotten all about it."
Hanna said Chancellor's comments were valid because "he did
not state that the individuals
filmed on the street are University
of • California students." The
students responded that they objected not with what the program
explicitly stated, but with what it
inferred.
Hanna said that while the
message of the broadcast was that
many of the persons shown on
Telegraph Avenue "became
derelicts through excessive use ot
marijuana," NBC News "has no
opinion of its own concerning tne
use of marijuana."
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A Dog's Life

Pets To Be Prohibited,-I n '75~'76
by Jeanine Figur
Pets will no longer be permitted
on campus, according to the
Housing Agreement for the 1975-76
academic year.
Elinor Titles, assistant dean of
student r_esidences, said, ·"The

janitorial staff's new union contract states that the workers will
refuse to pick up after animals,
and therefore, the . college has
resorted to prohibiting pets on
campus next year." .
The Dean of Student's Office has
been swamped with complain'ts

ever smce pets were permitted on
campus a few years ago, according
to Tilles.
The grievances from both
students and Building and Grounds
stem from the lack of co-operation
from many pet owners: dogs
barking, constantly; owners not

cleaning up after pets thus causing
sanitational problems on the
grounds and in the dormitories;
close quarters ; and pets left
unattended and without food
during vacation periods.
A few years ago a provision was
enacted to permit cats and dogs on

I
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Trinity's dogs may not find it all too good next year. A clause in
the 1975-1976 housing agreement stipulates that pets will not be
allowed in campus housing.

campus. It specified that pet
owners must observe all
regulations established by the
office of the dean of students and
the Pet Friends Association, a
voluntary organization open to all
members of the community.
All students were required to pay
a fifteen dollar registration fee
each semester. Part of the fee was
, allocated to Pet Friends to cover
administrative costs , and the
remainder was used by the college
to ·meet maintenance and other
-· costs caused by the presence of
· pets .
Tilles said dog and cat owners
are expected to be responsible for
insuring that their pets do not
cause problems or inconveniences
for other students or members of
the college-community.
"Unfortunately many student
pet owners have not adhered to the
regulations, and Pet Friends,
which was supposed to aid i-n the
cleaning process, has proved
ineffective," she said.
Although the new regulation
concerning pets will not be effective until September 1975, the
dean of students still bolds the
right to revoke a pet owner's
privilege of having a pet on
campus if at any time the presence
of the pet proves to be a menace or
the pet has been inhumanely
treated.
Tilles- emphasized; "Some
students do take care· of their pets
and clean up after them : therefore
we want those students to know
.that this is by no means an
authoritarian action, but an answer to the many complaints we
have received."
Tilles also said that the college
did not want to be too specific
about the type of pets prohibited,
so the new housing regulation
states that pets in general will not
be permitted on campus,. She
added, "I suppose if a student had
a fish or a turtle that could hardly
cause any trouble."

Vord in Department

Marxists
Leave Economic.Posts
.
,

by Kimball Jonas
The economics department is
currently interviewing applicants
for three vacancies open this fall,
according to Richard Scheuch,
chairman of the department.
One of the positions is new; the
other two are, created by the
departure of assistant professors
Neil Garston and Martin Landsberg. Garston wa~ not reappointed ; Landsberg was offered
reappointment but turned it down.
The departures of Landsberg
and Garston leave the department
vacant in such areas as international trade, money and
banking,
macroeconomics,
econometrics( and economic
development, said Scheuch. "Since
we have these needs and are hiring
three people we have to work out a
combination that is internallycompatible.''
The departures also leave the
department with a void to the left
of the economic spectrum, noted
Kevin Baker '75 head of an advisory committee of Economics
majors that has been informally

interviewing the applicants. "It is
unfortunate that we are losing both
of our radical economists," he
said. " I , don't want to see a
department that is completely
conservative." _
Garston stated that during his
stay at Trinity, the primary
direction cf the department has
been preparing students for
business school, and has mainly
offered courses that would attract
students already thinking of
majoring in economics. "What
direction the department takes
now depends on who is hired and
for what reasons."
The department was looking for
the best people for the jobs,
Schuech commented. " You're not
looking for biases." The department tried to hire people from a
variety of graduate schools. "Some
graduate schools emphasize different economic approaches," he
added.
Baker, on the other hand, said
that the department's losing its
radical economists would have to
affect the decisions of who to hire.

~

"It would be a mistake for the
department to have eight
Keynesians." he said."The
department is going to have to
remain eclecdic if it is going to
function well."
Pressure had to come from
students, Landsberg said, to insure
the continued presence of radical
professors on campus. Students
had to demand- that radical
professors were hired, with more
than one to a department, and to
push for their being tenured. One of
the reasons he was leaving Trinity,
he added, was that he would have
no fellow radical in the department
to interact with and share his work
with if he remained.
The economics department has
"room enough for two radicals,"
agreed Baker.
"It is my understanding that
political persuasion is not a
criterion for appointment to our
faculty," countered- Scheuch. He
noted, however, that due to an
agreement to give two courses that
would apply to the intercultural
studies program, at least one of the
new persons would ~ave to be

oriented 'toward interdisciplinary
work.
Baker explained that the volume
of work involved in hfring three
new professors at once, combined
with a dearth of applications from
radical economists, made it difficult to find people who could
teach the individual courses that
were needed, and at the same time,
specifically attempt to hire
radicals. · ''It presents a logistics
problem," he said. Landsberg's
decision to leave came as a surprise, he added, and "makes it a lot
more difficult."
Baker noted that a\basic problem
regarding the direction of the
economics department was the
goals and objectives of the
students. Students were becoming_
more middle-of-the-road, and more
of them have career objectives as
freshmen. Those who want to go to
business school, he pointed out,
major in economics.
Baker said that he wasn't sure
that economics majors were much
better prepared for business school
than other liberal arts majors.
Baker also noted that the ac-

counting course was a good
barometer of interest in business
school, and students were having a
hard time getting into the course
this year, while in the past, the
demand for the-class had not been
that high.

Marty Landsberg
photo by Dan Kelman
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Trinity Clock Chimes Resound: Quieter
by Jeff Dufresne
After six months of idleness the
Trinity-clock-chimes resound
again this term, with mixed
reaction from the Trinity community.
A flurry of complaints from
many students living on the Quad
accompanied the return of the
"bells" last January. "Although a
few residents living near the

Trinity campus remarked that 'it
was good to hear chimes again',"
Tom Lips, assistant to the
president said that the College
subsequently decreased the
volume of the chimes and now
employs a nighttime set-back
switch to further reduce the tolling
audibility during the evening
hours.

Buildings and Grounds will
conduct 24 to 48 hour sound-level
tests on the clock-chimes within
the month, in order to bring them
to an acceptable intensity.
Although the clock-chimes have
been in-operation for the past 18
years, temporary "shut-downs"
have periodically occurred as a
result of electrical complications.

Director of Buildings and Grounds
Riel Crandall, noted that "the most
recent mechanical failure occurred last spring during which
time parts and electronical
specialists were summoned to get
the system back in line."

Chapel, is an electronical carillon
unit, which was installed during
the construction of Downes
Memorial in" 1956. The chimes
operate automatically on the
quarter-hour in coordination with
the Downes Memorial clocks,
according to Rev. Alan Tull, and
are amplified and broadcasted via
a large speaker system in the
chapel's tower.

The clock-chimes system, entirely separate from the Plumb
Memorial carillons of the College

College Chapel Bells

Plumb Carillon Holds Intriguing History
by Jeff Dufresne
In 1950, the annual Plumb
High above the Trinity College Memorial summer concerts were
chapel resound the harmonious initiated and since then,
peal of. carillon bells in a . carilloneurs from all over the
reminiscent fashion of the world have played for crowds on
European low-land countries, the quad. Among the recitalists
where carillons had their origins. who have performed in recent
Since the 30-bell Plumb years include Rene Vanstreels of
Memorial Carillon was placed in Belgium and George F. Mair of
the Trinity Chapel Tower in 1932, Smith College.
the College campus has been
Plans for the addition of apcharmed by the music of carillon- proximately twelve new bells are
masters, visiting recitalists, in the "consultation stage" noted
students and alumni. During the Rev. Tull, as a result; of a recent
academic year, the Guild of • $25,000 gift to the school, which was
Carilloners plays before all Chapel specifically intended for the
sessions as well as on special oc- Trinity carillon. Although the final
casions. The Guild, predominately decision rests with President
a student organization, offers free Theodore Lockwood, Bart Wilson,
lessons to any "Trinity students Tull and other outside and
wishing to learn to play the professional sources, Tull pointed,
carillons each Wednesday evening out that "the determining factor
or by appointment. Presently, ten will be directed to the musical
students are being instructed needs of the existing carillon."
under the direction of .Master
"There are essentially two kinds
Carillonneur Suzanne Gates, '75, of bells," explained Rev. Tull. The
and Andrea McCrady, '75, and powerful swinging bells, native to
Daniel Kehoe '78.
the mountainous regions of
Each summer, the- Plumb Europe, which hang on rotating
Memorial Carillon concerts, now in axes, and the carillons, such as
their 25th year, are given every Trinity's, which are fixed bells
Wednesday evening at 7:15, from struck by hammers, and
mid-June to the last week in characteristically used in the lowAugust on the college campus. The lands. The Plumb Memorial bells
concerts, under the direction of were custom manufactured in
Bart Wilson, Director of Public England by Taylor and Sons.
Carillons range in size from 23
Information, are offered free to the
public and are described by Rev. bells to the 74-bell instrument at
Alan Tull, College Chaplain as a Riverside Church, in New York
"beautiful program during which City at which the largest bell
as many as five or six thousand weighs 20 tons. The uniqueness of
people may gather on the Quad to the bell sound is caused by the
various overtones which sound
hear the music."
The carillon was given to the along with the fundamental notes
College by the Reverend and Mrs. being played. These cup-shaped
John P. Plumb in memory of their bells are arranged in a chromatic
son, who died in 1926, while still a series and are tuned so that when
student at Trinity. In 1934, Dr. they are sounded together, produce
Remsen B. Ogilby, who was then a cordant harmony. The Plumb
president of the college, called Memorial Carillon is played from a
together^24 men, all but one of keyboard clavier with control of
whom was a carillonneur, to expression through a variation in
discuss the installation of the touch. According to freshman Dan
carillon system. Dr. Ogilby himself Kehoe, who has played the carillon
had become interested in carillon throughout the year, the keys for
playing when the 30-bell carillon the smaller bells are struck by the
Was placed in the Trinity Chapel hand, while the larger bells are
Tower in 1932,'and it was through connected by wires to foot-pedals.
his influence that the Guild of Each bell when struck produces
Carilloneurs in North America had five tones, consisting of the actual
its beginning. The Guild now note and its overtones, which vary
numbers 125 members from from an octave above the bell to an
octave below the note,
Canada and the United States.
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Beer Issue to Counsel Feb. 24
Beer could feasibly be sold on
lnmty's campus in the near
future, according to Jim Essey,
chairman of the Rathskellar
Development Committee of the
SGA,
An amendment to the zoning
codes liquor regulations, will be
""•ought up on Monday, Feb. 24, at
a CoUrt of Common Council
meeting on the second floor of City
nail. If passed, Trinity can legally
seu beer.
Essey will present
" y s P° sition > while Tom
h, vice president of the
college, will be present to field
questions if necessary.
The amendment states, "The
un! • 1 beer i s P^mitted on a
wiversUy
or college campus as an
™ f o r y use under a university
P^nut, Such use shall be located a

from an
5 r?? \ o f P 1°P0 ° f ye e t adjacent
yto
r

ert

campus."
th?H y ^ S iatn p a r t responsible
The r i g i for
nal

«me?dmS
!?5'resile ? l d l d

not

°specify

^esidentialproperty,' anambiguity

which would have prevented tlie
installation of a Rathskellar in
Mather Hall due to the proximity of
Jones and Elton Halls.
"The clarification made the
amendment an awful lot clearer,
an awful lot longer, so now4 there is
no question at all about who could
sell liquor where," Essey com?
mented:
Debate on the issue was
originally slated for Jan. 13, but the
council found itself unprepared for
the issue, according to Essey. The
amendment was rewritten for
clarification.
The original problem stemmed
from Trinity's location in a
residential zone. This stymied the
Trinity administration's bid for a
beer permit last year.
Trinity appears to be heading
into the discussion with City Hall
alone.
"The University of Hartford is
riding in on our coattails. They're
trying to stay out of the picture so
as not to alienate the city of Hart-

ford. They're letting Trinitytfo all they have an ace in the hole,"
the work. Their campus is located Essey explained.
The only opposition Essey sees
on the border between West
Hartford and Hartford. Since they could be from local beer and
can also apply to West Hartford, package store owners. Last year,
he also observed, not one owner
came. He added that if package
stores and bars come out strongly
the amendment, Trinity
Trinity College Library Winter against
students
the alternative of
Booksale will be held February 26, boycottinghave
these
stores. In this
27, 28 in the Library' lobby.
Specialties will include Africana
and German Literature.

Booksafe

Shobbaf
Traditional Shabbat services will
be held at 5 p.m. and nontraditional services at 7:30 Friday,
both in the Hillel House, All
welcome. No Shabbat dinner this
week.

' Hebrew Tcsbie
Hebrew table meets in the Cave
for lunch every Thursday from
12:45 to 1:45. Beginners welcome.
Shalom!

way, Essey predicted, they may
end up losing more.
Essey added that it is "imperative" for Trinity to show some
support by attending the council
meeting. He cautioned students,
however, to come conservatively
dressed to avoid alienating council
members.
Cify Hall is located at 550 Main
St., near the public library.

Carnegie Grant

Carnegie Corporation of New
York announced today a grant in
support of a counseling and
recruitment program to increase
the number of black students in
Alabama attending college.
The funds—$157,000—went to the
Alabama Center for Higher
Education (ACHE) in Birmingham. ACHE is a consortium
of eight predominantly black
colleges and universities in the
state.

The ACHE program, called the
Cooperative Counseling and
Recruitment Program (CCRP),
aims at helping black high school
students become aware of opportunities open to them for postsecondary education. It is being
carried out in 15 rural Alabama
counties, where only 2 percent of
the 32,000 black college-age
students attend college and where
the average family income is
$3,000.
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Chinese
Exhibition

targum crossword

ACROSS
1 The occult
7 A shaking

13 Soda! group
14 Attendants to an
Important person

by Michael Muto
This past weekend the U.S. -•
China
Peoples
Friendship
Association sponsored an overnight trip to Washington D. C. for,
"The Exhibition of Archaeological
Finds of The Peoples Republic of
China."
The exhibition, being held in the
National Gallery of Art, features
385 rare ancient treasures on loan
from the Peoples Republic.
Eight Trinity students were
among the forty-three who took
advantage of the unique experience of viewing China's most
recent archaeological finds.
Students from Yale and Wesleyan
were also among the group, which
was led by Assistant Professor of
Chinese History James Millinger
from Wesleyan.
Highlights of the exhibition were
a bronze figure of a flying horse
from the second century A.D.'and
the 2100 year old jade suit of
Princess Tn Wan. The suit is
fashioned from 2160 tablets of rare
jade threaded together with gold
wire. ' . •
The exhibition filled an entire
specially partitioned floor of the
National Gallery of Art.' In the
opinion of Andrea McCrady, a
Tr.nity student who attended the
exnibition, the lighting and position
of all but a few of the pieces was
excellent.
The exhibition will remain in
Washington until Mar. 30, then will
move to Kansas City before
returning to China in June. It is the
first exhibition of its kind from the
Peoples Republic and represents
archaeological finds since 1949.
The Trinity students who attended ,the exhibition were Roy
Grimm, Brad Addis, Peg
Greenough, Eric Samuelson,
Robert Becherer, Ed Glassman,
Jeanne Horn and Andrea McCrady.

16 Seasoning
17 Wreaths for the
head

18
19
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Mohammedanism
Exists
Child
accompli
Strength
Remedy
For shame I
Extends across
More painful
Mistakes 1n
published work
30 Salaries
32 Lustful
34 Harvard
35 Strict
disciplinarian
39 Portion of a
choral ode
43 City 1n New York

44 Actor G e r t — 46 Accelerate
47 Bring up
48 Mints
49

50
51
52
53
55

57
58
59
60
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11 ."—^ good - * _

deserves another"

12 Spread hearsay
13 Nun's hood
Wicked
15 Organic
Noun-form1ng s u f f i x
compound ( p i . )
Famous grammarian 20 Lodging places
Started
23 Produce eggs
Plant part
24 College girls
Distance traveled 26 Beer mug

Chooses
Frightened
Hereditary ruler
Cognition •

27 Binge
29 Place of sacrifice
31 Metrical feet
33 American inventor
35 Swamp
DOWN
36 Warned
Pirate
37 Without hesitation
Artist's studio
38 Neat
Procreated
40 Japanese paper
(archaic)
folding
Ancient Syria
41 Floods
Lexicographer
42 Leveled off
Yutang
show
Ancient Greek land 45
Farcical Imitation 48 Sects
Renovate
49 Swerves
Greek l e t t e r ( p i . )
51 Narcotic shrub
In the center
52 Livid: Scot.
54 Prison
56 Labor Union

Misconception

Governor
Jeered

speakers, the crowd broke up
following
the inauguration
ceremony. There were no reported
arrests.

(CPS)--About 250 demonstrators
marched in Columbus, OH recently
during the inauguration of James
Rhodes as Governor of Ohio to
protest the Governor's involvement with the Kent State
massacre during one of Rhodes'
previous terms.
Chanting "Rhodes, you filthy
liar" and "Remember Kent
State," the demonstrators were
carefully watched by over 100 state
and local police. It was on Rhodes'
orders that the National Guard was
sent to. Kent in May 1970, and
Rhodes ..has been alleged to have
directly ordered the Guard to
break up demonstrations of any
kind on the day the shootings occurred.
After listening to a number of

'Morning After'
to Come
(CPS)--According to Edward
Nida, public information officer for
the Food and Drug Administration
(FDA), that agency will approve
the sale and use of the "morning
after"
contraceptive
pill
diethylstibestrol (DES).
The final agency ruling will be
that DES "is regarded as safe and
.effective, but not for continuous
use," according to Nida.
The FDA conducted tests on DES
after several years of controversy
over the drug. About five years
ago, studies were published linking
cancer in girls to use of the drug by
their mothers in early pregnancy.

(CPS)--A Stanford University
professor has completed a study of
642 women who received abortions
to find out why the women became
pregnant when they didn't want a
baby.
Dr. Warren Miller said that the
most common reason for
pregnancy was simply that most of
the women engaged in sex with no
contraceptives, because they

thought the odds of not getting
pregnant were in their favor.
54 per cent of the women said
they used no contraception of any
kind prior to their pregnancy and
an additional 19 per cent used only
rhythm or withdrawal. 29 per cent
said they were afraid to use any
other contraceptive methods for
fear of side effects.

Garafolo Warns of Towing
According to Alfred A.
Garofolo, director of campus
security, Hartford police have
received numerous complaints about illegally parked
cars on Summit Street and
College Terrace.
Both of these areas are tow
zones, Garofolo cautions
students that the City of
Hartford will begin towing
cars in the immediate future.
Although parking on
campus is limited, and space
provided is often inconvenient
to students, Garofolo, urged

students to respect the
designated areas.
The number of car thefts in
the Summit Street area indicate the dangers of parking
there. Cars parked in the towzone spaces along Summit
Street are also potential
hazards, Garofolo said,
especially in light of current
weather conditions.
Students who park on
campus will be less likely to
suffer parking tickets, car
damage, or car theft-and
certainly towing.

News Notes
through thermonuclear fusion. We
will break for lunch between 12:30
On Friday and Saturday, and 1:30 P.M. "Spirits of the Polar
February 14 and 15, the Physics Night" will be shown for the fourth
and Engineering Departments will and final time at 2:30 P.M.
All showings of the movies, as
hold a joint Open House. The entire
Trinity community is cordially well
,l a c easm. Dr., Ard's
_ , lecture,
. . .will take
invited to come and enjoy the P
McCook Auditorium.
: demonstrations and displays, to
;,,,
view; some fascinating studentproduced holograms and laser
light shows, to browse through our
research laboratories and computing facilities, and to talk about
—Trinity, the local
topics of current interest in committee of the International
physics, technology, and electronic
.£ Students in
date processing and computing.
and Management,
recently held elections. Elected to
tThe departments will open for office
Were
Mark Kupbrowsing at 4 P.M. on Friday. At f e r b e r g — P r e s i d e n t ,
Mike
4:30 P.M., we shall present the first Gilman—Vice
President,
of four screenings of Robert Solicitations, Jack Orrick—ViceEather's movie "Spirits of the President,
Hal Smullen—
Polar.Night: The Aurora", the first T r e a s u r e r ,
Koxanne
motion picture ever to successfully McKee—Publicity Director, and
capture the spectacle of the aurora Stephanie Boryk—• Exchange
borealis. Weather permitting, Controller.
there will be astronomy observing
sessions using- our telescopes on
the roof of Elton dormitory after
AIESEC is presently busy with
dark on Friday evening. We shall
break for supper at 6 P.M. and many functions.' Five members
resume activities at 7. A second have applied for management
internships abroad this summer.
showing of the movie "Spirits of
the Polar Night" will be given at 8 They are actively engaged in
soliciting local corporations in
hopes of raising internships for
foreign students as well. Soon to
On Saturday morning, the come will be a luncheon sponsored
departments will open for by AIESEC—-Trinity for local
; browsing at 9 A.M. Those who businessmen. Also on schedule are
,h'missed -previous showings of three lectures to be delivered by
;;, ^Spirits of the Polar Night" will the Connecticut Mutual -and Life
^:•:::>^yet•lBLn;other•••:.••.charice.:••to s e e i t , Insurance Company.
;;:S together; wift an jnt^Festing
short,
The activities don't end here, for
K;i:;at:lpA%;T:h,etv^tii;30:A:.M;, Dr. there are numerous plans for next
j- xyiMsm^ Ard of; United Aircraft year. By organizing our board of
::.>:r;E^earfelij:gl,aborat0ries- :wlll : advisors and contacts in the
•*:•>•
present •„.&.:i,lecture'on ''laser- business world, we will facilitate
;?•::' !|"y>d«ced; i^plasmas-^nd^ "thei? next fall's work.

Open House

AIESEC

•: P . M . '

•;.•.

• • : .

:

; : ; , . '

:

- • • . . .

•

YD Campaign

become nationwide. This event is
one of the major efforts of DSN's
project, "Operation Uplift: Better
Health for Better Learning."

The nation's menacing epidemic
of venereal disease among young
people is the target of a spring
"We call on'every community in
campaign sponsored by the
National Education Association's the nation, working with their
Department of School Nurses school nurses, to pool their
resources to combat these
(DSN/NEA).
Plans for Youth Health Defense widespread diseases and to set up
Days, May 1975, are being coor- clinical programs to prevent
dinated by DSN state chairpersons recurrence," said Sally Rin 21 states. But the nation's school Williams, R.N., Garden Grove,
nurses hope the special drive to Calif., chairperson of the project
detect and begin treatment of ad hoc committee. "Otherwise,
gonorrhea and syphilis among high this national epidemic can become
school and college students and a national tragedy."
other young adults, will truly

Katherine Schlup, • project
director and administrative
director of DSN, Washington, D.C.,
noted that statistics provide a grim
picture of the venereal disease
epidemic.
.
"More than 800,000 cases ot
gonorrhea alone were reported in
the year ending June 30,1973, sne
said. "This figure, which mcluaea
an increase of 90,000 cases over me
•previous year, represented we
highest incidence since the asPublic Health Service startea
keeping records in 1919. Pinpointing out that many cases are
unreported, estimated there were
at'least 2.5 million new cases o
gonorrhea in the nation during tnai
1972-73 twelve-month period.

Lectures
Portfolio

of Pennsylvania, will speak at
eight p.m. on the topic "Recent
Advances in Portfolio Theory."

The annual George Ferris lecture in corporation finance and
investments will be held in the Life
Sciences Auditorium at Trinity
College on Thursday, February
A film/lecture presentation
thirteenth. Doctor Marshall
Blume, professor of finance at the entitled "An Assessment of
Wharton School of the University Nuclear Power" will be held on
Thursday evening, February 13, at
7:30 p.m. in McCook Auditorium.
The film about nuclear power will
be followed by a discussion of the
problems with nuclear power by
David Winkler, a member of
Connecticut Citizen Action Group.

Nuclear Power

palachia", on Wednesday, Feb. «
at 4 p.m. at the Religion Depar
ment building at 70 Vernon *
West has written several booK&
poetry, as well as having been
labor organizer in the 1930's, a
preacher, teacher, and editor.

Archaeology

John Fossey, archaelogist and
associate professor of classics a ;
McGiU University, Montreal, w"»
give an illustrated lecture °n
"Archaeology in Bolotta wife**
Excavation" in the Life Sciences
Auditorium at Trinity College
Tuesday, February 11 at 8:15 p.m.
The Department of Religion and The lecture, which is sponsored by
the Intercultural Studies program the Cesare Barbten Center a
are sponsoring a lecture by Don Trinity and the Hartford Branch o
West, noted Appalachian poet, on the Archaeological Instate
"The Cultural Heritage of Ap- America, is open to the

Appafachio
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Meanwhile, Up inthe Mountains...

Lockwood's Ascent-Continued
like Makalu (27,790'). And around us was
only the silence of this range, for there are
no winter farms this high in the Himalayas.
It had been worth walking the equivalent of
50,000 feet up and 36,000 feet down to see this
magnificenqe,

by Theodore D- Lockwood
Namche is a busy town of 100 homes and
stores, the last major village before the
Khumbu and the supply center for the
district. For example, we found more
candles for our tents; we bought some
gloves left over from a French expedition;
we found some rhino and yak cigarettes.
(By now we had coverted to lighters instead
of Nepalese matches which have a ,
remarkable facility of shooting their heads
on to nylon clothing.) We also visited the
police station to have our trekking permits
verified. The Nepalese do like to keep track
of who is going where and how many
"sahibs" are in the vicinity.
The next morning we skirted the hills
behind Namche on our way to the famous
monastery of Thangbdche, again in the fog.
Repeatedly we were teased by a break in the
clouds revealing the majesty of the peaks
we were approching. Often people ask if we
saw wild life along the route. We did not with until the weather cleared - hopefully.
17th had one good feature: our
the exception of birds, and on our way to December
Sherpa
cooks
brought hot tea to the tents
Thangboche we spotted a Himalyan monal before we arose.
In retrospect the layover
Nepal's beautiful national bird, featured on
may well have been wise for it gave us a
the cover of this month's Smithsonian.
6hance to accustom ourselves to these
The following day was different. As we higher
elevations. We had stopped using salt
arose somewhat leisurely from our tents, it
and were consuming as much liquid as
was crystal clear. Circling us on all sides
possible: two aids to acclimatization.
were the great peaks of Khumbi Yla, Kyogo
When we got up on the 20th day of ourtrek,
Ri, Kanchung, Lobuche, Thamserku,
the sky was cloudless and the air was fresh
Kantega, and the most beautiful of all, Ama
and crisp. The fresh snow sparkled, and we
Dablang. Then to the north was the Everestsuddenly realized the vastness of this
Lhotse-Nuptse mass, now closer but still a
goodly distance from us. We studied the mountain chain. We put on the zinc oxide
peaks and enjoyed the bright sun. For the against sunburn and donned both gaiters
and glacial goggles. By noon we had made
next day we would start up the Imja Khola
Gorak Shep at 17,300', often the base camp
river toward the base of Sagamartha, or
for Everest expeditions, a vast moraine of
Chomo Longma, or Everest as it has been
named after a British cartographer who rock, ice, and snow. Some of us were sufficiently optomistie that we decided to climb
worked in India.
_
Kala Pattar that afternoon. It was slow
going, but we scrambled over the rocks to
the top at 18,500'. This had been our goal, for
from this peak just to the south of Purmori
(23,770') you can see the entire route to the
top of Everest. You look down on the base
camp, where at this moment the Polish
expedition to Lhotse was regrouping. For
360 degrees you look out to peaks all of which
are over 20,000 feet. Just to the north a few
miles lies Tibet.

-v

v(fig

you at 70 miles an hour. It is impossible to
climb and impossible to change camera
lenses. We eventually retreated to the lower
saddles. It was a magnificent afternoon.
Predictably not every one felt equally
well, but the entire group did make Gorak
Shep. And the next day some others tackled
Kala Patter before we began to work our
way towards Lobuche. There is no way to
recapture the thrill of being amongst the
greatest peaks in the world. Perhaps the
most impressive fact is that, standing at
18,500', one realizes that Everest still rises
another two vertical miles above you. And
yet it does not appear nearly as difficult a
climb technically as its neighbors, heavily
fluted, sharply hewn, and decorated with
avalanche slopes.

Near Tragfedy
The descent was by a somewhat different
route and we could see the same peaks from
different perspectives, always fascinating
to anyone who has lived in the mountains.
And above Dingboche, our camp two nights
after Gorak Shep, loomed still other peaks

Of course, as we headed back, the weather
remained beautiful. Unhappily we' then
experienced a near-tragedy which I mention only because it is so easy to forget the
risks of climbing in this part of the world.
When we reached Thangboche again, our
leader suddenly became critically ill from a
urinary stoppage. We had to send runners to
the two nearest radio stations to request a
helicopter. The assistant leader proved
invaluable and the doctor in effect saved a
man's life by his timely ministrations. For a
day we were in doubt, but fortunately with
clear weather a rescue helicopter did reach
Thangboche and evacuated our leader. He
has recovered, and no one else suffered
anything worse than a chronic cough.

Christmas
We spent Christmas Day at Namche
Bazar again. Our head Sherpa, Pasang
Kami, who had led the Sherpas up the south
wall of Annapurna some years earlier, gave
us dinner in his home. We even sang carols
and some composed variations of the
Twelve Days of Christmas. For people so far
from home, it was a surprisingly pleasant
holiday celebration. The Sherpas hadeven
cut a small pine and carried it up to the
house.
Rather than retrace all our route, we
walked down only as far as Lukla where a
charter flight took us back to Kathmandu on
the 28th of December. How does one look
back on such a trek? As I have said on
another occasion, I think that you
remember the beauty of the
land; you relive
the days on the trail; ant1 you fondly recall
the unfailing good humor and friendliness of
the people in Nepal.

History

Approach
The appraoch to the Khumbu valley is
gradual, a steady climb above the river,
over occasional ridges and across patches of
snow and ice. We were now reaching 14,000'
and fortunately the acclimitization had>een
gradual enough that no one of the group was
reeling the effects of altitude, an illness
which can strike unpredictably at almost
sny height above 11,000'. Some slowed
iWH; o t h e r s s e e m ed inspired by the thin
llT:'Temperatures began to fall, especially
as the clouds obscured the sun. By the time
we had reached the summer pasturage of
^neriche,lit began to snow lightly. The tents
;?*> cold, arid we wondered out loud
wnether we. were in for an uncharacteristically bad spell of weather
again By now it had become a prpblem to
«ep the boots warm enough at night to
prevent them from freezing, an unattractive
hn?HPeCu b y t h e d a w n ' s e a r l v n g M - W a t e r
3 i d t 0 b e P u t i n t h e sleeping bag to be
dinn W a r m ' u P Pants were popular for
•nner, and toques were worn constantly. No
t. was talking much about washing their
nair - o r feet.

For those who may not know the epic of
Everest, the story is a century-old. Its
elevation was first discovered in 1852 and
subsequently settled at 29,028 feet. In the
1920's British expeditions first explored its
upper reaches. Most famous was the assault
by Mallory and Irvine, last seen 1500' from
the summit in 1924. Then the clouds moved
in. Bad weather plagued expeditions during
the thirties. The Swiss nearly succeeded in
1952. Then Hillary and the Sherpa Tenzing
Norkay reached the top in 1953. In 1956 the
Swiss put two teams on Everest, and in 1963
the Americans were quoting Robert Frost
after their success - "and miles to go before
we sleep."
.

Open Letter to the Trinity College Community

Climb
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Surprisingly, as we climbed, no wind had
hindered us. But no sooner had we begun
taking the inevitable pictures at the top than
gusts pinned us down for a half hour. These
are the winds that make high camps on the
ridges of the great peaks almost unendurable. They sweep up the valley and hit

Most of you know the facts about the world-food crisis. You understand that a half billion people are threatened with starvation. You
know that American grain exports feed millions of this planet's
inhabitants. Through the American political and economic system, a
significant proportion of the world's population are kept alive.
The abundance and generousity is obviously not enough. This is not
to say that this country should feed everybody. But, the citizens and
the institutions should open themselves up to helping all possible
methods for easing this crisis. As human beings, we have a respon(
sibility to help in any way feasible despite the political and economic
implications. The basic choice that the government and citizenry in
this country must make is between money and hungry stomachs.
Americans should be committed to a world in which all people are
allowed to live without the threat of being cast aside as a pawn in a
political and economic power play. If the purpose of a liberal arts
education is to make one more responsible person and citizen, then
this college should be involved as in institution, as faculty and
students, as individuals coming together and working for a change. All
of us have ignored the problem long enough. The funds raised last
December are only a beginning. For, the test of our humanity is our
ability to work towards effecting a change on a short term as well 3s
long term basis.
..
To start with, a boycott of lunch every Wednesday at Saga has been
organized. The money from this boycott will be sent on in an effort to
feed those plagued,in the worst areas. Also, since this at best a short
term - though necessary r- action, a discussion open to everybody will
take place in Wean Lounge on Thursday at 4:00. The aim of this
meeting is to stimulate ideas and alternative for long range action as
citizens, institutions, and a nation.
The urgency of the problem demands your participation.
Signed
Trinity Hunger Action Project
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A Radicaj viewpoint
The Economics department will be without its two
radical economists, Neil Garston and Martin Landsberg,
by the end of this semester, and is currently hiring three
new professors to teach the courses that they now teach.
Even if one disagrees with the Marxist economic
viewpoint, it is possible to see the importance of its
representation in the Economics department. In one way
or another, Marxist ideas have influenced the course of
events in all civilized countries, and drastically altered the
governments of several. As far as Trinity itself is concerned, we need the Marxist side represented to bring
about the sort of dialogue in the Economics department
that would not occur if the subject were being taught by
eight Keynesians, especially at a time that the Keynesian
ideas are showing structural flaws.
While we realize the logistical problems the department
is facing in hiring three new persons at once, we urge the
Economics department to keep radical economists on the
teaching staff, and we encourage Trinity students to make
their views, known to Prof. Scheuch, the Economics
department chairman, and to President Lockwood.

Letters
'Apology Demanded'

In Case W v e Forgotten...
'Open Period' was originally viewed as an important
element in a curriculum which stressed independent
study. Adopted as one of 28 proposals in the 1969
Curriculum revisions, Open Period was to provide
students and faculty a chance to get together without the
structure, formality or pressure of daily classes.
It was planned not only as a chance to begin research
on major papers, and catchup on reading, but also as an
opportunity for colloquia, for departments and majors
to discuss the problems and progress related to their
fields, but most important, to enable students and
faculty to have informal meetings.

'Bookstore Rebuts'

Tripoli
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To the Editor:
In a letter to the Editor in last week's Tripod a
group of students mistakenly inferred to the Trinity
Coalition of Blacks -- "The TCB and friends" - as the
originators of a late-night party last weekend in the
Jackson-Wheaton Lounge. This seems to be another
case of the "all Blacks are members of TCB or all
black related incidents on campus are the works of
TCB " syndrome, which permeates the minds and
hearts of many white students at Trinity.
If a group of white women students held a late-night
party would those same students have accused TWO
of being the cause of the disturbance? If a group of
Jewish students held a dance that lasted beyond the
one o'clock hour, would those same students have
inferred that Hillel was behind it all? I think not. Why
must the Trinity Coalition of Blacks be subject to this
madness"!
The fact is that a group of Trinity students who
happened to be Black decided to have a party. There
was no organization of Trinity College involved. If
they broke any rules, it was those students who broke
them - not any organization. I resent the inference
that TCB had any involvement in the party.
Moreover, the supposition on the letter that TCB
ignored and terrorized the security guards is an insult
to every member of TCB. I demand an apology. This
false accusation warrants an honest apology to TCB
from the authors of that letter who withheld their
names by request. Those students, who refused to
sign their names and called Hartford Blacks
"paranoid" owe TCB an apology.
Robert A. Gibson '76

Jim Cobbs
Scott Morris
Klmball Jonas, Carey La Porte

—StaffRon Blitz, Jeff Dufrene, Rich Dubiel, Jim Furlong, Reginald Gibson,
Sheryl Greenberg, Kenny Grossman, Steve Kayman, Bruce Kinmouth,
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, Kelman, Howard Lombard, Gretchen Mathleu, Nina Melandri, Matthew
• Quigley, John Ruskin.

To the Editor:
It is with dismay that I opened my copy of the
Tripod and read a letter from "student" referring to
a ripoff price on a textbook we supposedly marked
. way over the publishers list price. The book in
reference was billed to us at that price. Any price
tags with increases were put on by either the
publisher or some other source from which- we obtained the book. We have the invoices to prove this
and they have been posted at our front entrance along
with a copy of the complaining letter.
Many students have come forward to myself or
other members of our staff with pricing questions and
are given answers backed with invoicing evidence.
As I have made extreme efforts to be as honest with
the student body with regard, to pricing and profit
margins, as humaniy possible, I think it would be a
reasonable assumption to say that I am a bit perturbed by these anonymous charges that are not
investigated first.
Sincerely yours,
Richard Efthim
Store Manager

'Beware No Credit'
To the Editor:
From time to time, organizations which sponsor
foreign study programs advertise in the Tripod, Such
advertisement does not mean that the programs have
been approved for transfer credit here at Trinity
College. I thought it important that Trinity students
not be misled by the appearance of such advertisements, and I would like through this letter to
suggest that students interested in any study abroad
program check with me to see whether that programis approved for transfer credit at Trinity.
It might be well at this time to inform students that
a decision by my office not to approve a particular
program may be appealed by the student to the
Faculty Curriculum Committee.
Sincerely,
Robbins Winsiow
Dean for Educational Services

'ConnPIRG Refunds'
To the Editor:
Conn PIRG, in compliance with contractual
agreements, will be offering refunds to all full-time
undergraduates at Trinity who do not wish to support
the group's public interest efforts.
Students who desire a refund of this semester's $2
contribution should come to the Conn PIRG office,
located downstairs in Cook (next to the laundry
room) this Wednesday or Thursday, Feb. 12 and 13,
between 9 am-12 am or l pm - 5 pm. Any students who
are unable to request a refund during these hours
may write to Steve Kayman, Box 1188, any time
before Feb. 14.
Steve Kayman,'77

Defends Parties
To the Editor:
As a relative of one of the "paranoid, dope-smoking
townies" and as a member of the Trinity community,
I must reply to the letter from the self-righteous
"names witheld by request" in the February 4 issue
of The Tripod.
Having not been in attendance at the party, which
incidently was a private party given by some
students who happen to be black and not the TCB, r
will try to respond to the allegations in the letter.
"Parties in the Wheaton-Jackson transit must
stop." Social activities at Trinity are becoming fewer
and fewer. In fact, on some weekends the library and
Cinestudio are the only happenings on campus. By
eliminating the Jackson-Wheaton transit from the list
of lounges for student use, South campus will lose
vital gathering place.
'
„
The expression "paranoid,, dope-smoking townies
is used as a slam but consider the number of paranoia
dope-smoking Trinity students. Why didn't they say
what they meant "uncomfortable, defensive blacK
youths"? Though not often thought about, those
youths' parents are paying the taxes which providee
Trinity with necessary services, such as «r
protection, water and sewage treatment, and police
protection.
Even more important is the fact that the majority
of the students on campus do not realize that there
are people living in Hartford who could benefit from
their friendship and also contribute to the students
growth.
.
That party was one of the few occasions when local
people could come to Trinity and socialize witn
students even if not an academic level. I have lived in
Hartford for ten years and had only been on Uje
campus twice before becoming a student; once to
pick up an application and the other to^attend a
concert sponsered by an outside group. I think that u
is great that my younger brother and his friends can
meet black people who do something other than
smoke and act cool all day. These parties are doing
great things for the community and for the students
involved.
'
.
.
mic situation three o'clock is eittiei
In an academic
very early or very late. This incident iis a goo«
goo«
example of conflicting opinions. I can understana
both sides and agree that in such a centrally locatea
place, a one o'clock ending time should have been
used by the party planners.
.
I can not express my disgust with the authors, wno
supposedly while in a opened-minded place of hignei
education, could write such a predjudiced letter,
accusing the black students - their fellow students - oi
terrorizing the security guards, calling all townies i
attendance paranoid, dope-smokers and lumping <*
black students together in the neat category ot i*-f
members. If Trinity is helping to produce suu
narrow-minded people, I wonder what type ot persu
is emerging from less open-minded institutions.
Most Sincerely,
Mary Nelson '77

(Continued on page 7)
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More Letters
Finally, the writer bemoans the fact that
security spends all of its time in the donut
shop rather than patrolling the campus. If
To the Editor:
Epstein feels that the guards are such
Last week's article about the MHBOG Ms.
that.they are not subject to normal
Hall and Oates concert was possibly the ogres
human
and hungers, then her perworst article I've read in three and a half ception desires
limited indeed. How can you
years at Trinity. Play Melancholy Baby was begrudgeisa guard
the right to drive down for
the epitome (and hopefully the apogee) of several minutes to
only decent place
esoteric attempts at being as literary as within miles of here the
that
open past one
possible without saying anything. The funny o'clock to get a bite to eat?isThey
remain in
thing about it was that in his confused at- constant radio contact with the desk
if
tempt at comic literality the author forgot an emergency should arise, they areand
about
the literality and seemingly has little con- half a minute away with their cruiser.
ception of what makes people laugh unless
It is annoying that people take such
his article was supposed to be a joke. Next
time it would be of more benefit to all to drop constant and cheap shots at the security
the attempt at dry humor and write guards. They are a very easy and concriticism. (To the author: read the article venient target for a verbal attack. I, too, am
by Adler and Forman if you need a appalled at the car thefts on. Summit Street,
but Hartford zoning laws are certainly, more
guideline)
to blame for this situation than any other
To be anonymous single
factor. In the-ftrture, Ms. Epstein,
Thank you

'Melancholy Joke?'

Tlecent'
lo the Editor
As a front desk worker at Mather, I resent
the allegations directed by letter-writer,
Donna Epstein toward the Trinity security
force. First, she states that the guards do
not cooperate and do their job. With whom
do they not cooperate, Ms. Epstein? The
students? In every instance, the guards who
patrol at night are courteous and respectful
to the students. Their superiors? When they
are instructed by radio at Mather of an
assignment or by the head of the security
force, their response is immediate unless
they are occupied at the moment with a
matter of greater importance. .
Then Ms. Epstein argues that the security
force does not campaign to make students
aware of their escort service. Apparently,
no such publicity is necessary, for on a
recent Friday night the desk was so
swamped with calls from girls wishing to be
driven around the campus, that the guard in
the cruiser spent his entire evening as a
chauffeur rather than making his necessary
rounds. Also, in case Ms. Epstein is
forgetful,' she more than anyone has taken
advantage of this escort service in the past.

please think twice before venting all of your
anger on the much-harried and littleappreciated Trinity security force.
Ron Blitz
To the Editor:
Rick Hornung's analysis of Gone With the
Wind is a refreshing change from the uncritical acclaim the film usually gets (Aah,
Clark Gable...)
But I find it hard to take Rick's assertion
that GWTW "fails as a film" because it does
not define its conflict in Marxian terms.
Granted, it fails as a Marxist statement, but
it was probably never intended to be one. It
is a narrow mind that evaluates a work.of
art solely on its agreement or disagreement
with one's own ideas.
The struggle between the agrarian South
and the capitalist North is seen through
Scarlett's conflicting infatuations with
Ashley and Rhett. To call this a weakness is
to ignore an important point: though
Marxists have been preaching class
struggles for a century, they haven't erased
the fact that classes are made of people. Its
strong individualism may be seen as one of
Gone With the Wind's many strengths.
Melissa Everett

'More Dog Duty'
To the Editor:
I have an additional suggestion to Robert
A. Gibson's concerning "Trinity's Going to
the Dogs." Have dog owners feed their pets
luminescent dog food so that those of us
crossing the quad after sundown might have
our paths lit by shining mounds of dog dung.
That way we could at least avoid the
treacherous slime, and who knows, the
added illumination might also help the
security problem women at Trinity now
face.

the matter was one of the general welfare.
I make no value judgment on the
evening's music. Yet I must ask how deeply
the lemming psyche has permeated concert
goers-in the long-run view, there is no
excuse for blatant disregard of health.
Yours,
Christopher Gulick Mooney '75

King Commendation'

To the Editor:
I was very impressed with the recent
critical article ahout the Kenneth King...
exhibition, I guess you'd call it. Meri Adler
and Rand Forman admirably caught the
spirit of his performance. I don't know what
the significance of the "tornado in my
teacup" was or even why pronouns are
antibodies but I feel very strongly that there
was a message in his madness. The message
was not an edict, nor was he about to pass
judgement on our interpretations. He
wouldn't tell us what he was trying to
communicate to us, that was our job. His
communication was about communication,
I think. The emphasis was on individual interpretation for he was trying, to stir the
audience to creativity and participation in
his act instead of the arrogant mindchanneling mob-fans who sit and are dictated to. "The mind is slow," King says and
boy were the minds of the audience moving
fast...slipping between gears, stuck in the
rut of being lectured at and dictated to,
cognitively struggling with that which was
trying to stir feeling, reaction, and action.
King was disappointed and with good
reason. He said that the body moves faster
than the mind and that the world is moving
faster than we can study it. The audience
tried to think that one out, gave up trying to
make
sense and mumbled their siumbling
Dear Persons:
Noise can be bad for living things; the way out...instead of creating something
facts are well-documented. The Hall/Oates themselves from a fine opportunity. No preconcert was thus a Saturday night labled pre-tagged bundles? Everyone was
massacre, yielding deafness, disorientation disappointed. My congratulations again to
Rand and Meri for an excellent summary of
and headaches.
performance by a self-dethroned King who
Someone in authority at the concert awould
not pack our packages or tie our
should have demanded a decrease in shoelaces.
volume. Protests by sycophantic roekJeff Clark
followers would have had to be ignored, for

'Noise on Noise'.

'Marine Recruitment Persists'
To the Editor:
The total and complete isolation of Trinity
College from the rest of the world was made
glaringly evident again last week as four
letters, authored by a total of six students,
were sent to the Tripod criticizing the
protect of on-campus Marine recruiting.
This was the largest number pf letters on
any one issue in recent memory, so it may
be safely assumed that the sentiments
expressed were deeply felt.
Much of the outrage may be dismisssd as
unfortunate, but omnipresent, elitism.
Trinity is a "nice" school, drawing its
enrollment from "nice" prep schools,
located on a "nice" hill. We stay a "nice"
distance from the poverty which surrounds
this institution on all sides, and we DO NOT
engage in rude, unmannered demonstrations against our country's armed

forces. Mater and Pater might cut off our
allowance if they knew!
However, there was one argument raised
against the protest which stems from a civil
libertarian viewpoint, and must be dealt
with seriously. Mr. David*Garnick points out
that the Marines, under the Constitution,
have every right to speak on public,'
assemble peaceably, and recruit. At first
glance, this line of reasoning seems to place
the protestors in the role of neo-fascists.
Further examination of the issue, though,
may indicate the faulty logic involved.
The First Amendment stems from the
supposition that free expression will provide
for a "free market place of Ideas" where
each citizen will be able to hear all sides of
the issues, and decide for himself how he
feels. What happens to this argument if the

free market is actually rigged? What if not
every one has equal access to the market?
The argument simply falls to pieces. Absolutely free expression will lead to the free
dispersal of ideas only if all members of the
community are in equal positions of po_wer
to make their thoughts heard.
Clearly this is not the case with the Marine
Corps. For one thing, they have free use of
the Postal System, enabling them to contact
every eligible male and expound their side
of the arguement. Vietnam Veterans
Against the War do not nave free access to
the mails. Nor do they 'haye a multi-billion
dollar budget to advertise in Time magazine
about how the Corps destroys human lives,
rather than building men.
It might also be pointed out that the
protesters did not attempt to shout down the
.
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Marines or physically hinder their
recruiting. The protest was orderly,
peaceful, and extremely "well-mannered."
All in all it was in the best traditions of civil
libertarian protest.
There is another loop-hole in the "freespeech" argument. The first amendment is
meant to apply to speech only-not action. Its
second underlying supposition is that if all
the points of view are heard first, then the
action which follows will be of a more
rational and democratic nature. The
Marines were, in a jnanner of speaking,
acting to enlist students from Trinity into
the Corps. If the line between speech and
action seems vague here, consider a case
where prostitutes' or pushers came into
Mather Hall and merely talked about their
services. They would be arrested, despite

.
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the fact that no overt action had taken place
(yet).'
Finally, it should be remembered that
Trinity is a private institution, supported in
large part by our tuition. Itis nota shopping
mall which depends on the public for its
survival, and so has no legal responsibility
to allow" unwanted guests on its property.
Small children from the neighborhoods of
Hartford are continuously being chased out
of Mather Hall because they "do not belong
here". Whether that action is correct or not,
I do not say. It merely points up the fact that
we, as the supporters of this college, have a
right to deny anyone the use of the college
facilities. Men who are active members and
supporters of the military machine, which is
responsible for the greatest acts of atrocity
in history, have no place at Trinity. After
all, this is a "nice school". •
Mitch Karlan '76

Commentary

To the Editor:
All the recent hullabaloo concerning
armed service recruiters on Trinity campus
has gotten to me. A lot of the reasons bandied about for and against have been laiden
with personal values and prejudices.
I have a special abhorrence for the inserted ads hanging between pages of
magazines. My roommate shares this
disgust with me. The other day he flipped
thru my NEWSWEEK and yanked out five
of them. 3 for NEWSWEEK, 1 for the Army
ROTC, and l for the Marines. There was
also a full page ad each for both the Army
ROTC and the Marines. The point is that I
agree with Mac Margolis that "the military
reaches us by mail" (how many times have
you found the armed services greeting you
in your mailbox?) "by the large, exotic
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I would also like to point out the accurancy
of William O'Brien's comment that the
presence of the "shrouded spirit" "was
more than enough to effectively sway a fair
portion of... (the) student body. It was
enough to intimidate students with light
interest from inquiring further." Many of us
are easily persuaded. Just as the "shrouded
spirit" persuades, so does the recruiter, If
the recruiter's purpose is to hire people into
that sector of the labor force then he should
set up shop in Paula Robbins' office where
students may make appointments to meet
with him as they do for other employment
opportunities.
Michael Rosenbaum '75

To the Editor:
I found last week's Tripod distressing in
that it revealed the distance between
students and administration. While several
students took the time to write letters expressing their opinions on the presence of
Marine recruits here, Mr. Lockwood's sole
contribution to the paper was a page-long
tale of his trek through the mountains. Not,i
would say, the most pertinent of issuesparticularly in light of last week's protest
which directed itself explicitly to the administration and obviously wanted (and
deserved) some feedback. The contrast of
priorities is truly ludicrous; my sympathy
goes to anyone who expressed their concern,
either way, over the Marine issue because
their effort seems to have met with a rather
oblivious audience. I hope that next week's •
paper will have something niore relevant
from our president.
Martha Cooley '77

Protest Needed To Challenge Military

kind ot consciousness that matters,
however, is that possessed by the
To ibe. Editor:
About this whole "Marines • on majority of the people. A good
example of a substantial change in
campus" controversy;
consciousness is the conclusion
The position I hold is that, to reached by many as a result of the
_ substitute the word 'system' for war in Vietnam: that the U.S. can
'nation' in a letter by Steve Hirsch, be involved in expensive, bioody
et. al (Feb. 4), "the Marine Corps military ventures with dubious
is an integral part of our system's legitimacy. In this case it was the
defense." To go along with experience that brought about the
military advocates' line that it is downfall of 'the U.S. is always
the nation they are defending is to right' and 'we only use force in the
ignore repeated acts in the past by
the American Armed Forces
around " the world which could
hardly have been motivated by a
desire to defend our national
sovereignty. It is absured to laud
anti-left a^d pre-right-wing interventions as a defense of some
kind of "Americanism," it is
capitalism that the Marines are
intimately involved in defending,
and in some cases the Armed
Forces have been the main instrument in the forcible expansion
of capitalism.
For holding this belief, some
would credit me with having a
certain degree of radical 'consciousness;' as if these beliefs
depend on one's state of mind. The

posters that litter" (a value laiden word)
"sidewalks, and on television... It WOULD
take more than myopia to miss the army's
solicitations..."

terests of most Americans (not to the subject-though theoretical
mention the interest of those living exports,' if they don't go around
in countries like Vietnam) has transmitting ideology, are cerbeen severely hampered, because
tainly nice and illuminating to
of the need of America's leaders to
have around. A consciousness
seem legitimate in the eyes of most sufficient to curtail U.S. military
of the people, most of the time. As • activity developed out of the
long as people retain their memory struggle to end the war in Vietof Vietnam, the activities of the nam; people saw how reluctant the
American war machine in in- leaders are to respond to the will of
stituting and preserving economic the people; yet when enough
domination around the world are people raised their voices, the risk
limited to secret activities of the of disruption became too great,

defense of democracy' as leading CIA and occasional bombings in
expressions of the opinions of most support of reactionary regimes,
Americans. And the full expression neither of which require huge
of consciousness requires some funding approved by elected ofsort of control over one's world- ficials. One must remember that
something we may have achieved the powerful people at the top
in the case of the Vietnam war. (whoever they are; in any case, it
Have the interests of those with sure isn't us) have not "learned
enough power to shape American their lesson" in Vietnam; it was
foreign policy changed in the past our outcry that got us out of there
few years? I doubt it, yet their (or at least made them ease up on
ability to wage an open, full-scale the throttle), and that ended the
war in total, disregard of the in- draft (for the time being), and it is
the threat of further mass outcry
that keeps us out. When and if that
Mr,
Steven
Wisensale,
threat subsides, you can bet we're
Director of ConPI RG, will speak
on the verge of another economyon Thurs,, Feb. 13, at 11:20 a.m.
boosting, Communism-containing
in CineStudio. He will discuss
waste of lives.
the recently-completed ConnPi RG investigation of nursing
homes in Connecticut, and the
legislative reaction that the
investigation has sparked. The
talk is part of Philosophy
222—Medical Ethics. The public
is invited.

The kind of consciousness
change necessary to bring our
foreign policy in line, therefore, is
not the result of individuals
developing theoretical expertise in

TUESDAY,FEBRUARY n t h

PETER GARNICK ON VIOLIN
AND JOSEPH COHEN ON MANDOLIN

ATPHIL'S

and the leaders-especially those
up for re-election- responded out
of necessity. Similarly, the
struggle for democratic control of
economic institutions could involve
large numbers in a similar
revelation.
,
Students were largely responsible for the former change in
consciousness. An institution like
Trinity may have an obligation to
its financial benefactors (I'm only
guessing, on the assumption that'
anyone who can afford to be a
sponsor of a place like Trinity is
bound to have enough holdings to
have a 3lake in the maintenance of
the status quo) to keep turning out
'liberally educated' women and
men -- with agile, knowledgable
minds steeped in liberal ideology,
capable of becoming policymakers or "specialists in the art of
warfare' who fully believe in the

If one considers the consciousness of the people to be the
most potent check on the power of
the military, and to be the hope for
changing it and other oppressive
institutions, then the presense of a
protest against the Marines is
more encouraging than would be
their mere absense from the
campus. Of course joining the
Marines is an option available to
Trinity students; you have to eat;
you have to go begging for a job
these days. Any Trinity graduate's
decision to join or not to join the
Marines is not going to change
things much; the chances are low
that he/she will rise to a position of
influence. Itis essential, however,
that someone be able to challenge
U.
S.
military
presense
somewhere, even if in only as
symbolic sense as its "presense"
at
Trinity
College, and
dramatically present potential
recruits with an alternative view of
what the marines are all about.
Bill Flowerree '76

Valentine's Day will be the first day of an everyday special on
unusual flower arrangements. These arrangements are designed in
sand casted containers. After the flowers pass, the containers can be
used for planting of foliage and cactus. All arrangements are
reasonably priced. All orders received by Thursday will receive a 5%
discount on all Valentine arrangements. We're an all-service flower
shop serving the Hartford area.

House of Flora

Florist

OVER THE ROCKS
8:00 P.M.

worth of the_system.- Still,-large
numbers of students managed to
create a climate where ROTC was
forced to leave most campuses,
and Armed Forces recruiters arc
still sometimes met with protest.
These are not the kind of policies
which anyone in a position of real
power in the College would jump at
the chance of endorsing, yet the
students, via demonstrations and
sometimes outright occupation of
buildings, created a de facto antimilitary policy., If the majority of
the students remain apathetic,
detractors are quick to label these
actions "coercion by a minority,"
but if one is intent on showing
people how little choice they have
in matters affecting the lives of
many, one can hardly expect much
of the point to filter through accepted channels of expression
controlled by the few who would
rather people didn't find out.

843 PARK ST., HTFD.
Open 8:30-5:30 this Friday'til 9

PHIL'S 99"

11 A . M . 2 P.M.
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Dance Concert Pleasantly Unpredictable
by Sandy Laub
I'd been thinking that Trinity
Dance had become a cult. And that
its ritual, which is polished and
perfected and passed down to those
eager novitiates in the attics of
Seabury, is a style of dance that
belongs to no one but Trinity
dancers. I'd noticed that the
performances were becoming
ceremonies; and the ritual integral
to those ceremonies, by its very
definition, was growing maddeningly, fascinatingly predictable. But the audience loved it.
Whether we were invited to watch
the stage of Goodwin Theatre or
the floor of the Washington Room,
we reveled secretly in the
foreknowledge that the lights
would be muted, the music even
more so (anything audible was
incredibly non-descript; mustn't
detract from the visual) and the
costumes no-nonsense leotards and
gym shoes.
Now and again, though, we were
treated to a change of pace. Back
in October, Stephanie Woodward's
solo entitled 'Out on the Serein'
enabled us to see her as a boa-ed
debutante, a jaunty, white- outfitted tennis player, and finally an
armor plated knight. Unfortunately, Ms. Woodward took
herself and her dance too
seriously, as if the success of her
theatrics depended on her sober,
self- conscious repetition of the
ritual.
But the' most important part of
the ritual, and always the most
predictable, was the pure
motion—the ruffling, the shuffling,
the fluttering, the wrist-twists,
shoulder-shrugs, head-nods, eye-

rolls, kneejerks—they appeared
like punctuation marks that
convolute the already muddled
sentence. Trinity dance, I thought,
consists of connecting all these odd,
little gestures. And even though I
could appreciate the flawlessness
with which they were connected, I
for one was getting a little tired of
the whole effect. The tone and
theme of the dance always seemed
the same—never pinning itself
down, never committing itself to a
single, strong train of thought.
Which is perhaps why the concert
last semester actually entitled
"Trains of Thought" was, at
bottom, so frustrating. We were
seeing one thought, like one ray of
light, become so broken up and so
diffuse that in the end we were left
in the dark about what it all meant.
Not that Trinity Dance should
revise its style. Just freshen it up a
bit; add a little variety and a little
good-humored self-directed sarcasm; a little light-hearted
whimsey; a little less of the jerky
marionette quality and a little
more fluid strength. -

Most evident, however was
{Catherine's smile. She obviously
loved what she was doing. She was
neither modest about the joy she
infused in her gestures or
egotistical about her technical
control. And all the while we felt

Well, last Tuesday night, with a
program entitled "Concert of
Dances", Trinity's Dance faculty
finally gave me all of this—the wit,
the fun-loving humor, and the
sweeping expanse of motion that
I'd thought was being held back
from me. They delivered mainly, I
think because of the inspiration of
guest performer
Katherine
Gallagher.
Ms. Gallagher's strength of form
literally and figuratively, is what I
admired most and I think what
Trinity's dancers might study. In

Ensemble Efforts
by Jim Furlong
This semester Trimty's Theatre
Arts Department has created its
first acting-directing workshop,
under the direction of Roger
Shoemaker. The advanced acting
class and beginning directing class
will be working together during the
semester as an ensemble group,
and their work will culminate in a
presentation at the end of the year.
However, the group's most
important project at the present is
their forthcoming appearance on
Channel 3's (WFSB) "From the
College Campus". Trinity has been
offered two hours time for various
presentations this year, and one
half hour will be devoted entirely to
the activities of the Theatre
department.
This past month eleven scenes
nave been presented in class, all of
which were from the plays of
George Bernard Shaw. Shaw was
selected because of the challenges
involved in working with his style
and wit. From these eleven scenes
three will be selected to be shown
on the television show. The participants
in these scenes will also
a
PPear informally to discuss their
Problems in working on the scenes.
Ine scenes were already taped
once in class so that the actors
could see their shortcomings more
objectively. Thus, the use of video
taping will be emphasized as a
valid means of criticism for
Theatre work. •
More generally speaking, the
acting-directing workshop was
created by Mr. Shoemaker
because he had worked on one
Qunng his graduate work and he
realized how successful such a
workshop can be. The actors have
already experienced talent to draw
»'om. Since all of the students are
working in a class situation for
coursel t credit
there is more opIZ £ v f o r objective criticism
ana discussion. Though a closed
system
such as this creates some
w"i?a.UCratic problems, they are
'vorth the trouble since the
is already developing an

her performance of 'Lemonade
and Ice Tea', Ms. Gallagher
romped with her young protegee
Carol Seder (who danced with
surprising expertise; lightly yet
not splinteringly) through a
summer meadow. The audio

ensemble feel in encountering a
wide variety of individual working
styles.
Further plans for the semester
include work on an Elizabethan
scene as well as a crowd scene.
Towards the end of the semester
individual styles of work will be
discussed on a more theoretical
basis, but Shoemaker feels this is
only valuable after both actors and
directors have done some practical
work. In this way focus is given to
the work of the semester as the
students make a more concrete
connection between technique and
theory, with some practical experience to back up their
assumptions.
Out of the eleven directors involved in the project, five are
seniors, so they have been placed
in a separate senior seminar. Each
of them will present a fully
produced oiie act at the end of the
semester, and tryouts for these will
be open to anyone, even those not
involved with the workshop. The
other directors will continue doing
scene work because they will have
the opportunity to do a full one act
next year in advanced directing.
Shoemaker feels that one of the
most important aspects of any
practical theatre course is
production for an outside audience-be it a fully mounted one act (as
the seniors will be doing)-or an
evening of the best scene work
from the semester (as the other
beginning directors will be doing).
"Performance is the heart of
theatre," says Shoemaker, and it
would be unhealthy to keep the
"class closed off from the more
objective reaction of an outside
audience.
Thus the class hopes that you will
attend their productions this
semster. And please watch their
first presentation on "From the
College Campus" on channel 3, on
Sunday, February 16, at 11 A.M. to
be rebroadcast on' Friday,
February 21, at 6:30 A.M

photo by Dan Kellman.

provided was the sound of summer; sounds of crickets and
bullfrogs. It was a bright summer
day, not at aU hazily lethargic;
calling for bare feet, short shorts,
lemonade and a roll in the grass.
And so, with the scene set in this
way, the players skipped and
swung each other around, rolled
over and over each other; even did
the old soft-shoe stop and go
business in a game of tag
reminiscent of Trinity's dance
punctuation. But always there was •.
the pervading strength of the
performance and the majestic
sweep of the entire arm, the entire
leg, the entire torso, not just bits
and pieces of gestures. I conjured
up the image of a horse watching
Katherine. At once skittish and
flighty, pawing the ground in
restless anticipation, she was also
so very fluid and rippling,
physically, Katherine's leg
muscles reminded me of the
tendons on a horse's legs—the
potential for instant flight always
there but being- resisted.

the sensitivity she had for her
partner, taking cues from her at
some points and delivering them at
others. In the middle of the dance
the action stopped and the two
collapsed on each other, giggling,
to share some honey and
lemonade. The quiet interlude was
a perfect devide, intensifying the
almost cinematic texture of the
piece and gave the audience a
chance to collect their thoughts
about its apparent frivolity. Actually, the dance was a model of
controlled repetitive choreography
which grew more and more interesting because with each
repetition some slight nuance was
added—one that changed the
timing or direction, or level of
movement.
For
example,
Katherine would lie on her back
and raise her knees so that Carol
could slide down them, first just a
little way, then later a little more,
and then finally Carol slid all the
way down on top of Katherine
which resulted iff them both rolling
over each other.

But it was Katherine's stability
and comfortable strength that
made watching the piece such a
peaceful experience. Certainly, I
think Risa was influenced by
Katherine's style, for in her solo
entitled 'Point Lobos First Visit',
she exhibited a powerful stability
which was uncharacteristic of her
usual intentionally disjointed
movements. Dancing to a lilting
piano melody that seemed barely
within her earshot, Risa demonstrated the familiar frenetic
double-take style of stomping the •
floor, forward then back again.
Happily, though, she interspersed
these movements with her own
version of Katherine's. sweeping
strength. I would have liked to
have seen Wendy try her hand at
ihis kind of solo.
But instead, she, Fred Graves
and Phyllis Roberts (both
students) changed the tempo a bit
with their rendition of 'Head Acne'.
Here was the wit and sarcasm I
had been after. All three stood in a
horizontal line—Wendy in an
aviator's jumpsuit complete with a
thousandzippered pockets, Fred in
a businessman's suit, and Phyllis
in the frumpiest, funniest dress
imaginable. The dance began with
Wendy walking slowly forward
reverberating over and over,
"You're crazy. You're ca-razy."
The highlight came when Fred, the
mechanized man-on-the-street
unzipped one of Wendy's pockets
and whipped out a paif,of mirrored
sun glasses. He then "engaged her
in a statue-pull which has to be
seen to be fully appreciated. They
seemed to climb the air.
Fred's own piece, a short solo
without accompaniment, was a
mind boggier He appeared in an •
antiseptic orange jumpsuit and
face makeup which darkened his
chiseled features into a stony,
almost impassive mask. I say
almost because at the end of this
slow-motioned,
methodical
exercise his face had wanned into a
look of sheer anguish. He had
moved from the image of a fetus to
that of a floating astronaut to one
of a no longer flailing dead beetle.
This too was reminiscent of a
cinematic experience ("2001",
perhaps) but made all the more
compelling because of the live
performance.
The-whole evening left me entirely satisfied. Variety? Certainly.
Fresh
approach?
Definitely. And worth waiting for.
Here was unabashed joy, selfconscious (in a very complimentary sense) technical
control, wry wit and stark,
frightening abstraction. It would
seem that the cult of Trinity Dance
has been reinforced; its rituals
revitalized, and its ceremonies —
well, conducted as always with
professionalism and artistry.

Wesleyan Dance Concert

'Peace of Hours' Premieres
Peace of Hours, a concert of
dances, 1 will be presented on
Saturday , February 15,1975 at 8:00
p.m. in Crowell Concert Hall
Center for the Arts, Wesleyan
University.
The works of two Connecticut
"choreographers,
Katherine
Gallagher arid Stephanie Woodard
will be presented, three of the
works being premeiers. Ms.
Gallagher and Ms. Woodard are
supported by a $2500 grant from
the Connecticut Commission on the
Arts and by the Wesleyan
University Music Department,
Center for the Arts.
The first of the three premier
dances, Partia I, choreographed

by Stephanie Woodard is a light,
musical duet performed by Linda
Phillips and Stephanie Woodard.
Leomonade and Iced Tea was
choreographed by Katherine
Gallagher for a woman and a girl
child, and is danced by Katherine
Gallagher and Carol Seder.
The third premeier dance,
Frame
of
Mind,
was
choreographed collaboratively by
Ms. Gallagher and Ms. Woodard.
Frame of Mind will be performed
by Stephanie Woodard to music
specifically composed for the
dance by Peter Zummo.
The three other pieces are Dance
of the Central Plains, a quiet,
calming dance, choreographed by

Stephanie Woodard and performed
by Ms. Gallagher and Ms.
Woodard. But I Really Don't
Smoke, Virginia, says Billie Jean,
choreographed by Ms. Gallagher,
is a dance of two women reacting
and relating to each other, danced
by Katherine Gallagher and JoAnn
Jansen. Out on the Serein,
choreographed and performed by
Stephanie Woodard, is a fantasy
land with natural movements
transformed into dance by
Stephanie's special talents.
Peace of Hours, the works of two
Connecticut
choreographers,
serious about their art, and eager
to share.
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Poetry Circuit Readings
by Clay Debevoise
You may recall, I got kind of
upset at the paucity of interest
displayed, at least in terms of
census, for William Heyen and
then Ruth Whitman when they
read their poetry here. I guess
there's only one answer to the
question how we get all these poets
when so few students show interest, why they read here instead
of at the University of Hartford,
where at least the percentages are
better. But, in retrospect, the size
of the crowd for the two poets I
have named is npt so bothersome
since all there was to draw a crowd
were those names (older) people
labelled poet(ess). I can understand why someone not
specifically interested in poetry
might have felt a lack of relevance
for it. On the other hand, I expect
that everyone at Trinity spends
some time developing their
knowledge and opinions of the
. world they live in; please note and
applaud the fact that I say nothing
about "ought" (to make it better).
Now, last Thursday, Trinity
sponsored a reading by the four
Connecticut Poetry Circuit winners, college people-is concern for
• imagination and your fellows
dead? I can assure you that those
things were all very much alive in
the blend that these poets
presented, and I'm sure that you,
dear reader, if you didn't go and
get it, could have used the shot in
the ass, Poets are very highminded people-let me qualify:
Barthelme, that greatest" of
modern philosophers and a notable
writer, wrote in Snow White,
•'...my mind is my body," which
everyone knows is sometimes true-and they have a marvelous tendency to convey their high
thoughts/feelings in that notable
means of communication, words.
Now, I'm sure you all ielt very
much more alive in your bedrooms
(or in the library? you hard
workers, you) picking and
choosing your own detectable
dumplings of diction than you
would have felt sitting in Wean
Lounge, but let me do what I ought
and attempt to tell you what you
missed. (I'm sorry I perceive the
dynamic new Trinity society as
rutted"I'm sure it's just the
projection of an old and ailing
senior.)
Our first charmer was Diderik
Finne, a perfect example of why
not to go to poetry readings, I found
some comfort in the fact that it was
so obvious why his charms failed:
he is a student at Yale, which is

Tm Coming To All Of You'

little more than a thousand-fold
amplification of Trinity in that it
wonderfully prepares our future
leaders and maintains their interest in little other than themselves-such facilities. Dido was
wonderfully introverted; his
poems got him "so much closer to
what I am not"~hope he doesn't
give up on them because I don't
know what else he'd be good for.
He, had such skill in making
horrible ironies hilarious, if you
were the one guy who came with
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Binnie Klein
him from Yale and laughed alone
throughout the reading. Everyone
got a chance to laugh, once, during
his last poem, "Heartbreak
Hotel," which was about Yale, I'm
sure I laughed at the poet who
found himself in a heartbreaking
world and accustomed himself to it
by searching out the good in the
bad, rich, in-joke, melancholy, I
might have been encouraged, but I
tear that a lot of these Yalies can
afford to live in Hotels forever.
Rest easy, Trinity's just a country
club in comparison.
The other three poets offered a
drastic contrast to this irony. Mr.
Stefon, from Mohegan Community
College, was entirely down-toearth with "my woman," perfectly
at home and delicately crude. In
some of his poems the delicate
ideal played off the crude reality to
produce a stark irony, but that
disappeared in the sincerity of
several personal or love poems.
The poem glorifying no-pest strips
belongs to the first type, but his
long and gory glorification of
catching and cleaning fish, the
eternal poetic quest, which ended

Jesters To Hold
Auditions
On Wednesday, February 12,
there will be open auditions for a
production of THE WHITE
WHORE AND THE BIT PLAYER,
written by Tom Eyen. The
auditions will be held in Goodwin
Theatre from 4:30 to 5 P.M. This
production is scheduled for March
18 and is sponsored by the Jesters.
The auditions will be filling parts
for 2 women and 0 men. Mitch
Karlan directs.
On Thursday and Friday,
February 13 and 14, there will be

open auditions for a production of
the dramatic revue, U.S.A.,
written by John Dos Passos and
Paul Shyre, based on Dos Passos'
trilogy by the same name. The
auditions will be held in the Student
Senate Room of Mather Hall from
seven to nine p.m. on the nights
mentioned. This production,
sponsored by .the Jesters is
scheduled for the 18th of April. The
auditions will be filling parts for
three men and three women. Jim
Prateon directs.

at the dinner table with his woman
and wine, had a pure sensual
sincerity. "Stream and River," the
first poem he read, and perhaps
the epitome of the others, dealt
With the dichotomy between the
ideal woman, the desire to go U> the
source of the stream, and the lover.
First, the ideal was beautifully
conceptualized, on the far shore,
"but I don't have a boat," he said. I
can't say whether it was a question
of not being able to afford one, but
he settled down fine with his actual
lover, and the audience was far as I
could tell. He didn't have to be
traced behind his words like the
Yale poet, which was a relief as
well as, as we all know, rare. You
should have heard "Window the
White-wall Man."
Binnie Klein, from
the
• University of Bridgeport, started
off with some "mother poems,"
including some nice obscenities. I
think my problem with them was
that they were too personal to
catch, but after she said, "all
poems are really personal," while
introducing a fine poem written to
a jazz musician, I had no more
problem. In terms of style I found
that she combined < much of the
evening's worst poetry with some I
thought was indisputably the best,
But that's the sort of thing that
can't be talked about without a
poem in hand. "The First Song of
the Last Decade" and one about
the "midnight ritual" of stopping
and helping someone who'd had a
bad car accident, were two
masterpieces. The '60's as an era
thatcan'tbe"contained,possesssed,
or measured" was contrasted with
"everyone (being) afraid" as
"measurement ruins us here in the
70's." That may seem abstract but
if you can "know intuitively" I
think it may go well with you at the
bar, drawing "blood from wine,"
Binnie left the poem as she, impaled on a gearshift, was "turning
round and round," somewhat "like
the earth" on its axis but caught in

the "fall into the '70's." She misses put in, "a pill box," though I recall
even the "assassinations, that no mention of guns. He then conbrought us together," knowing that fronts his TV and comes up with
we must get together to survive on some sort of an assertion of his
this earth with its "limited sup- humanity. Which is more than
ply." You're going to get no binary evident in his poem about the
out of her. The next poem was mixed states of waking and
prepared for in this one where she sleeping on a long voyage, as his
asks,'"Why can't we give love "throat struggles to explain"
when asked, when it is needed?" "Going Blind," with the first line
After she has helped the victim of "It should not surprise you," was a
the accident she is "glad I stop- great, shocking, weird poem. If I
ped .'...without the blood ritual don't convey him very well I think
linking us together we are
nothing." From giving of herself
she "found a map of (her)self on
the highway," and I can only wish
that there were more basis in fact
for her closing assertion: "I'm
coming to all of you! "-perhaps
there is more such basis than any
of us are aware of, attendance or
no.
MichaeJ Collier certainly left me
the impression that he" was the
realest poet of the four-had the
most control over his material
which varied from aristocratic to
outrageous to human, The poem
about murdering an artichoke and
producing the worm in it for the
waiter is a case in point. He had a
good grasp of what I consider
standard
modern
symbols,
specifically the solar plexus as
Muse tendency, though that leaves
the "pins in my uterus" (unphoto by Ellen Cunningham
mentioned). That last image,
Michael Collier
together with the agony of the
"broken glass" that he feels in his it's because such quality and
stomach, occurs in a poem about originality are hard to catch.
an ocean voyage that is otherwise
depicted as the glory we might
It should not surprise you
expect. The world was very much because the chances are quite high
with him as he showed in an ex- that you are already blind. An even
cellent satirical poem, "Diamond worse shame than the scarcity of
Head," about a TV game show. In attendance at this reading was that
it a lady, cheered on by the in the Washington Room Saturday
audience, grabs as much money as for Trinity's very own, budding,
she can within a given amount of musical imagination and talent.
time and then goes through the Why is there no interest in such
usual traumas and options for things? I would have liked some
washing machines with more than ^alcohol there, too, I must admit,
enough shouted advice. Michael but I'm sure glad I stayed and
suggests that she is in, or should be heard some impressive art.

Ailing Viola Plagues Postludes
by Philip Meister
Bruce Kinmonth arrived for last
Tuesday night's postlude with an
ailing Viola. A string needed to be
replaced. Fifteen
minutes,
however, proved time enough to
prepare, and the concert commenced. The audience breathed a
sigh of relief that the operation was
a success, but unfortunately his
viola did not accept the transplant
exceptionally well, and the string
proved to be a nag throughout the
postlude.
Mr. Kinmonth opened the
program with a Sonata for
Unaccompanied Viola by Paul
Hindemith (1895-1963). Hindemith
. requires in this piece that the artist
control the sound of his instrument
quite carefully to give the piece
continuity. Since the texture1 is
oftentimes dissonant and uses
distant chord relationships it must
be held together by the artist's
interpretation. Mr. Kinmouth tried
valiantly to maintain the unity of
the sonata. He was particularly
effective in the 'Wild' section (the
fourth movement). This was well
played and generated excitement

among the listeners. The lyrical
passages that were interspersed
between the dissonant portions
were deftly handled. Mr. Kinmonth
was particularly adept at picking
notes off his high string leaping up
from his lower register. The
tonality was strained at times,
especially in the slow sections but
picked up towards the end of the
piece, which was received by the
audience.
In the second half of the
program, Mr. Kinmonth was
paired with pianist Ttochelle
Homelson in the Sonata for Viola
and Piano in f by Johannes Brahms
(1833-1897). This piece, after a slow
beginning flowered into the
familiar Brahmsiah style. The
second movement was rather well
handled. Miss Homelson lightened'
her touch and the lyricism of the
piece floated around the room. Mr.
Kinmonth finally relaxed and the
secondary of the two instruments
in the movement was pleasing. By
comparison the third movement
suffered because the piano was
down in the bass where the sound

became too loud and sonorous. The
melodic line of the viola meanwhile
lost some of the mood and
momentum that had been expressed in the second movement.
Also, the pitch was slightly off. The
fourth movement proved to be a
pleasant surprise. Mr. Kinmonui
took the theme and with the final
cadence opened up, causing a flash
of pure enjoyment. Miss Homelson
played her part sweetly and in a
romantic style. Particularly effective were the thirds in her right
hand against the theme that was
carried by Mr, Kinmonth, This was
a strong conclusion to the concert.
The following was overheard at
the postlude "Although Hindemith
is generally repute^ to be.a
brilliant theoretist, his music
sounds more like music to vacuum
the floors by." I must agree, but I
thought the principle of radical
variation in historical style to be
to the
The
^enriching
w
*.«= rpostlude.
.~
mn.,ui,B
Brahms was more to my liking and
I would hope that he will be
represented more at upcoming
postludes.

IViQWSE
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by Philip Riley
In 1972, a relatively unknown
director/screen writer named
Francis Ford Coppola went to work
co-authoring and directing a film
based on a popular novel. The
young man's directorial experience to date had been doing
low-budget stuff for producer
Roger Corman, which included
You're A Big Boy Now, Coppola's
thesis for the U.C.L.A. film school.
His 1972 venture, The Godfather
(which has earned the biggest
gross in film history) vaulted him
into the cinematic spotlight. After
directing the critically acclaimed,
though financially unrewarding,
The Conversation, Coppola returns
for the big money in a sequel The
Godfather, Part II.
Coppola, along with co-scenarist
Mario Puzo, has put together an
expertly woven script of two
stories: the story of young Vito
Corleone and his rise to power,
and, forty years later, the sage of
Michael Corleone, and his
problems in taking over the biggest
crime family in America. As the
story goes, Al Pacino read the
enormous screenplay several days
before the filming began, and
complained to Coppola of some
problems. Coppola rewrote the
script, got it back into his actors'
hands an hour before the first day's
filming was to begin, and received
a standing ovation from the appreciative cast.
That cast was marked by two
performances that were outstanding, and three others just a
step away. Pacino, recreating his

Film
Reviews

ut Please, No Part III
role as Michael Corleone, gets the
most out of what he has to work
with. He comes out best when we,
see him torn between his personal
family and the Corleone syndicate;
in the end, we know he must side
with the latter. His two best scenes
are unfortunately marred by
Coppola's misdirection. When
Michael is in Havana for a meeting
with Hyman Roth, he watches as a
Cuban revolutionary .commits
suicide instead of being taken
prisoner. After we see the event as
it occurs, Coppola cuts to a shot of
Pacino in a car. When I really
wanted to see how this act of
violence occured to Michael,
Coppola leaves the camera on him
only a brief second before cutting.
Later, in talking with Hyman Roth,
Michael conjectures that the
revolutionaries will win because
"they are not being paid", a neat
explanation as to why Michael's
enemies will fail. Still, Michael will
face the same result as the rebels:
neither will ever be free. In answer
to his wife's questions of when will
the Corleones be legitimate, the
hopeful Michael replies, "I'm
trying." So were the Cubans.
Pacino's most moving scene is
probably the one in the Washington
hotel room; his wife, Kay (played
by Diane Keaton), is telling him
that she is leaving. Michael
protests, and starts to launch into a
speech about changes (unbelieved
by the audience as well as Kay),
when she hits him with the fact that
their child did not die by
miscarriage, but rather abortion.
She wouldn't bring the boy into the
Corleone world. Michael is stunned
by this; he is hurt on two levels:
that she would kill his son, and that
she would kill, a future heir to the
Gorleone estate. As Kay goes into a
tirade on why she had the child
killed, we see shots of a noticeably
moved Michael, going through
some extremely expressive
feelings. Coppola misses again,
however, with frequent cutaways
to an uninteresting Diane Keaton.
Coppola should have stayed with
the tight close-up on Pacino, in
order that we could see the build-

up inside him before his wrath is
unleashed. Granted, there are too •
many close-ups of Pacino in the
film, but this scene and the one in
Havana are two in which close-ups
are necessary and lacking.
As Hyman Roth, Actors Studio
head Lee Strasberg — in a film
debut, no less - is brilliant.
Strasberg displays a smoothness
- and naturalness that is chillingly
realistic. Though he doesn't appear
until the film is a third old, and
isn't on screen very often after
that, Strasberg makes his
character a memorable one. In a
particularly interesting scene, a
lackey doles out pieces of Roth's
birthday cake to underworld heads

LM ^ M 1S t o l e r a n t e n «igh to
include the gaffes with the flashes
™ genius.

The moments of genuius in
That's Entertainment! are amply
provided by the studio's trio of
premier musical stars: Fred
Astaire, Gene Kelly, and Judy
Garland; their numbers, which
take up almost half of the film's
running time, each reveal the
^ heights" of briiliance in song and
dance technique that few other
stars were able to achieve. The
cool genius of Astaire, who came to
MGM in 1939, is evident in his effortless dance solos, especially the
dancing:on-the-ceiling and coatrack numbers (you'll swear the
coat rack becomes human in
Astaire's arms) from Royal
Wedding, but his greatest dance in
the film is a heady tap duet with
Eleanor Powell on a brillianh'ne
black floor to the tune of "I Get a
Kick out of You" (Broadway
Melody of 1940). Compared to the
precise understated style of
Astaire, Gene KeEy is brash and
ebullient, at his peak in such
rollicking athletic numbers as a
frenetiqally acrobatic act with the
sadly-forgotten Nicholas Brothers
in The Pirate, the daredevil ballet
at a barn-raising in Summer Stock,
or the joyous puddle-stomping
classic in Singin' in the Rain. And
Judy Garland, with the quavering
voice that tugs at your heart,
grows up before our eyes, from the
puppy-love "Dear Mr. Gable,"
through' a series of "backyard
musicals" with perennial co-star,
Mickey Rooney, to a final ironic
"Get Happy" in her last MGM
film. •
Besides this top trio of stars,
That's Entertainment! salutes
performers who, although indisputedly talented, never quite
made it to the top: Frank Sinatra
and Jimmy Durante in an old-time
vaudeville number to "It's Gotta
Come from the Heart," Ann Miller
tapping vivaciously between

Tom Hagen, plays his role in a
calculating manner. When Michael
leaves the Tahoe estate in care of
Tom for a time, he tells the lawyer
that since Tom has been left out of
certain meetings, he is the only
person that Michael can count on.
This is the same sort of trust that
Godfather Vito Corleone had when
he handed over the family's
business to Michael. Cazale puts in
a fine job as Michael's nervous
brother, Fredo, a man frightened
of Michael's power, but also
angered at having to take orders
.and doing menial tasks for a
younger brother, whom he feels
doesn't deserve to be head of the
family.

Part II Won't Do

by Ron Blitz
Louis Kahn, the world famous
architect who passed away last
year in the men's room of New
York's Pennsylvania Station once
had this to say — "It is better to do
the right thing badly than it is to do
a bad thing well." Adding to this, I
contend that the ultimate crime is
to do a badthing badly and into this
category, I am afraid, "The
Godfather, Part 2" must be
dropped as heavily as a bowl of
Mather swill plops into one's intestinal tract.
The reason I say that I'm sorry is
because the previous movie made
by Francis Ford Coppolla, the
film's director, producer, and
screenwriter, was "The Conversa tion", which to this reviewer's
mind was the best and most
original American film made last
year. I anticipated "The Godfather
Part 2" as a further testimony to
the creative ability of this young
director. But the money-making
intentions of this sequel to an
ambitious predecessor are writ so
large on every frame of this film
that a re-evaluation of Coppolla in
light of this new work might be in
order. Coppolla's problem seems
to be that he is obsessed with the
notion that he is really Federico

This Is Entertainment!
by Carla Rosati
With the current boom in
nostalgia, the shriveled bulks of
once-mighty Hollywood studios
have been attempting in the pa'st
year to recapture their old glory
(and box-office returns) by peddling memories of a vanished
cinematic never-never land to
eager hordes of movie fans. Some
studios, like' Universal, "have
cashed in on the nostalgia market
by offering tours of hitherto sealedoff backlots, revealing along the
way the supposed deep secrets of
cinematic trickery and personal
tidbits about the stars. Others, like
Warner Brothers, have saluted
their heyday by issuing longplaying albums, crammed with
highlights from the soundtracks
and scores of memorable movies,
and accompanied by booklets
equally crammed with film stills.
Now, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
capitalizing on its fiftieth anniversary last year, has produced
a motion picture to pay tribute to
its past grandeur, called That's
Entertainment!.
Since it is impossible to chronicle
all of a fifty-year film history in
wo hours, MGM has opted for
mass appeal (and guaranteed boxoffice success) by concentrating on
one of the most popular genres of
American film entertainment - the
musical. Although MGM's musical
department from the birth of sound
to the late Fifties was no better or
no worse than any other studio, it
was tops in enjoyment, with a
"lotto that proclaimed "do it big,
uoit right, and give it class." To
me relief of any movie fan who has
suffered watching chopped-up and
Dutchered musicals on late-night
television, over one hundred
numbers in their entirety are

as a Lear-like Roth disperses
hotels and nightclubs from his
kingdom, adding that "all willshare".
Robert De Niro is appealing as
the young Vito in the New York
scenes, circa 1917. The flashbacks
to this time are a really pleasing
part of the,movie. There should
have been some more footage from
this era, since we don't usually get
further into De Niro than an "offer
he won't refuse" line, or a gritty
mumbling of dialogue, the
trademark of an elder Vito we
know about. Two holdovers from
Part I, Robert Duvali and John
Cazale, show themselves well in
the sequel. Duvall, as consigliere

musical instruments in Small
Town Girl, the rubber-faced and
rubber-limbed Donald O'Connor in
"Make 'Em Laugh," the cool and
sleek Lena Home singing
"Honeysuckle Rose." For good
measure, and by way of contrast,
the film also shows performers
who never reached stardom
precisely because they lacked any
semblance of talent: Esther
Williams, in a series of gaudy swim
extravaganzas that makes one
long for black-and-white; Nelson
Eddy and Jeannette ; McDonald
singing the "Indian Love Call"
("when I'm calling you-oo-oo-oooo-oo-oo",)
and
exhibiting
respectively the woodenness and
fluttery sweetness that made them
known privately as the Iron Capon
and the Singing Butterfly.
It seems to have been an ironclad
policy at MGM to force all of its
contract players, irregardless of
such a mundane item as talent,
into a. musical number somewhere
during their career. That's Entertainment! goodnaturedly
contains a few of these numbers:
James Stewart struggling to croak
out "Easy to Love" to a sympathetic Eleanor Powell, Clark
Gable attempting a stint as a songand-dance man to "Puttin' on the
Ritz," Cary Grant talk-singing
improvised lyrics to his fuming
sweetheart in Suzy, Jean Harlow
belligerently asserting to a bevy of
chorus girls that she's "Reckless."
Probably the best thing about
That's Entertainment! is its
overall effect on the audience,
encouraging them to sit back,
munch their popcorn, and lose
themselves for two hours in a
kaleidoscope of gaudy colors,
cheerful songs, and endless dancing feet. The movie is sheer enjoyment, which in itself is the most
fitting tribute to the studio and to
an era in film history now gone.

Fellini in a clever disguise. "Part
2" owes a heavy debt to Italian
movie-making in general, Fellini
in particular and comes out more
derivative than original in its
vision. See Fellini's "Amarcord",
then check out the portions of
"Part 2" set in Sicily during the
20's or 30's and make the comparison -for yourself:
In line with his emulation of
Fellini and all that he represents,
Coppolla gets so wrapped up in the
European "auteur" theory of
movie-making in which the
director plays the central role in all
aspects of the film's creation, that
tie fails to recognize his obvious
limitations as a screenwriter. "The
Conversation" was so effective
precisely because it avoided the
use of dialogue and depended instead on the use of sounds and
imagery to build up its narrative
line. As far as the original "Godfather" was concerned, the script
was mostly Mario Puzo's and its
plot was lifted almost verbatim
from Puzo's novel which had
already proven to be a great
popular success. But please, let's
not forget that Coppolla was
responsible for the abominable
script to "The Great Gatsby" and
Puzo turned out "Earthquake",
one of the all-time lows in
screenwriting, just R few scant
months ago. At any rate, the
collaboration of the pair on the
screenplay for "Part 2" proves to
be an obstacle that is nearly insurmountable to the movie's better
intentions.
Now, as far as what I meant by
the phrase, "doing a bad thing
badly", the bad thing I was
referring to was the whole idea of
filming a sequel to a successful
movie. Now sequels are not
necessarily bad as in, for instance,
some of the early James Bond
. films. But the advantage they had
over "The Godfather Part 2"
proves to be an obstacle that is
•nearly insurmountable to the
movie's better intentions.
Now, as far as what I meant by
the phrase, "doing a bad thing
badly", the bad thing I was
referring to was the whole idea of
filming a sequel to a successful
movie. Now s,equels are not
necessarily bad as in, for instance,
some of the early James Bond
films. But the advantage they had
over "The Godfather Part 2" was
that Ian Fleming had written a
whole series of Bond adventures,
so making another James Bond
movie was a relatively simple
matter. The first "Godfather" film
was based on an extremely successful book but no follow-up was
ever written in novel form. So
trying to create a totally original
cinematic sequel that is as good as
or better than the original is
clearly a task of tremendous difficulty. Coppolla and Puzo have not
even come close to bringing it off.
The structure of the film they have
chosen to work with, namely, the
simultaneous telling of the father's
and the son's story proves to be
awkward and unwieldy and is
neither a simultaneous emotional
progression nor a depiction of how
the sins of the fathers are visited
upon the sons. The weak dialogue
creates shallow characterizations
for the actors to play with and none
of them has the opportunity to

shine with the material at hand. Al
Pacino tries the hardest, but what
can you say about a one-note
character who is nothing more
than
the embodiment of
unrelenting evil? Finally, the
length of the film is anasthetic and
Coppolla has paced it so slowly that
tedium sets in before-the third
mouthful of popcorn. The only area
in which this sequel appears to be
successful is how well it serves to
remind us what an excellent movie
its predecessor was.

"The "Godfather Part 2" plays
very heavily upon our knowledge
of its parentage and I don't think
that it would prove even mildly
diverting if you haven't seen "Part
1". We hear the old theme music
wafting sweetly through^the air at
Significant moments, and our
hearts are supposed tQ lower the
floodgates and welcome the
nostalgia which seeps inside. We
see the young Don Corleone say for
the first time in his life the oftquoted, "I'm going to make him an
offer he can't refuse" and we must
chuckle knowingly in recognition
of the phrase and converse softly
with our neighbors. We see James
Caan'make a brief and thoroughly
pointless "guest-appearance1" and
we must mourn that a great personality should have died such a
premature and violent death. But
worst of all, to display once and for
all its complete lack of originality,
"The Godfather, Part 2" presents
us with a bastardization of the best
moment in the original — the final
scene in which Michael's baby is
baptized while Michael's gorillas
simultaneously gun down the
members of a rival family.
Thematically, the final scene in
"Part 2" is the same scene, but
without any of the style, the intelligence, or the power which
distinguished the original.
There are so many problems
with this movie that its good points
simply pale beside them. Coppolla
presents us with several
imaginative 'shots, his feel for
people interacting on the streets is
always handled well, and his instinct for big-screen composition is
sure and filled with well-observed
details. But one of the major
problems for which no amount of
elaborate cinematography can
compensate is the loss of a strong,
central figure to carry the picture.
With Marlon Brando and James
Caan dead and buried, Pacino's
character proves too weak to bear
the whole burden -of the film
himself.
Anyway, the aspect of the whole
enterprise that I find confusing is
the inclusion of the film on so many
reputable critics' ten-best lists. Now this is not to say that my instinct is surer or my perception
more accurate than these
respectable writers; but surely,
any one of them who saw "The
Conversation" and enjoyed it
would find that Coppolla's "Part 2" is as pale as the muted colors of the
room paint supplied by Buildings
and Grounds beside it. If Coppolla's cast truly stood and applauded after reading the first
draft of the script, perhaps it was
because they can recognize an
obvious attempt to rake in money
by the barrel when they see it.
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ridiculosity is two absurd-films
by B.B. Nachun
Ridiculousness liberates. It
removes us from the concrete
structure of daily life and places us
in a world that knows no logical
bounds. The chains of "one
dimensionality" are broken; our
ability to see beyond immediacy is
amplified. The absurd asks the
question what if, and ignores the
why. Thus, it expands our scope of
vision and gives us the tools to
examine our own Jives.
"The Twelve Chairs" and "And
Now for Something Completely
Different" are films which have
the absurd firmly integrated into
their structure. They set up highly
improbable situations which
demand that the viewer discard his
conventional view of reality.' Yet
an examination of each film, and a
contrast of the two, reveal the
different
uses
to
which
ridiculousness can be put.
"The Twelve Chairs" comes
from the fertile mind of Mel
Brooks. Its, plot is the standard
countrywide chase for a hidden
treasure, this time in the Soviet
Union. It is hidden in one of twelve
chairs. This treasure, whose
existence is revealed by a dying
woman to her son and her priest,'
pre-empts the lives of all who seek
>.t and Becomes, in essence, their
raison d'etre. They cease to exist
as individuals; their fulfillment is

reached through immediate
enrichment. The priest sheds his
pious beard and robes. The
woman's son, an aging bureaucrat
who thrives on memories of his
aristocratic position in prerevolutionary days, is joined by a
dashing, daring world traveler (or
as the Soviets have it, a social
parasite). These three spare no
effort to gain possession of the
baubles.
The comedy of the film comes in
the competition between the priest
(Dom Deluise) and the former
aristocrat (Ron Moody) with
vagabond accomplice (Frank
Langella) for the jewelry, Deluise
is the buffoon who always manages
to be led astray, His various
bumblings lead him on a false lead
to Siberia, the top of-an unscalable
. mountain, and the purchase of the
wrong twelve chairs. Moody seeks
to regain his past glory but can
only do so with the help of
Langella. Eventually all twelve
chairs are tracked down. The
treasure is found by a worker who
uses it to build a recreation hall for
his fellow trainmen. The film
concludes with Moody and
Langella committed to a life of
beggary.
The most that can be said about
this movies is that it occasionally
succeeds in being funny despite
itself. Both its structure and
content are working against it, The

get ahead at our neighbor's ex- quite varied, some are just stupid
pense. Ideology, politics, and while others are extremely clever'
economic organization are all This problem has been partially
masks which spread a thin veneer met by excellent editing Con.
over the basic fact of human tinuity is maintained through
transition
frames
existence -- greed. Personal skillful
transformation through changes in Nevertheless one inevitably labors
the basic structure of life is ex- through some parts while being
cluded. Hence, the film could have tascinated by others.
been shot anywhere with only
What makes Monty Python stand
small changes required. The Soviet out is its view of the world. It is a
Union only provides the arena for crazy place. But it is crazy not
pratfalls and "human foibles".
because this is the way it has to
"The Twelve Chairs" then, is, at be, but this is the way some people
best, a temporary diversion. We go have made it. Therefore, the entire
in seeing what we've come to system must be attacked; nothing
expect and go out none the wiser. is sacrosanct and everyone
The ridiculous has been used only deserves to be offended. A stock
to give us what we already know. figure of romantic literature - the
Absurdity entraps, Such, happily, timid husband who finally conis not the case for "And Now for fronts his profligate wife and her
Something Completely Different". lover - is crushed, not by sadness,
This Monty Python spectacular but a sixteen ton weight. "So much
is a mixed bag of short sketches. for pathos" says the film. Why feel
They share one common method: sorry for this man when cutthroat
Take situations from daily life and competition is the order of the day?
make people act in an extremely The husband could reappear
uncommon fashion. The result is a elsewhere as an accountant who
humorous scene which reveals a lives his life in the fantsy of being a
great deal about the niceties of liontamer. His lions turn out to be
modern existence. The characters anteaters. The "manly" figure of a
in the film are totally liberated. woodsman turns out to be gay (a
The sexy, coquettish wife becomes scene which, among others,
a licentious wench. Her husband is mysteriously disappeared from the
an out and out schlemiel, A game Cinestudio version of the film), a
show host, rather than giving away mountain climber has double
color televisions, extorts money vision, a- publisher of' foreign
from his guest, In short, anything - language
guidebooks
has
and everything goes,
Hungarian visitors in England
The total effect is a heady social asking for directions to the train
satire which is often hysterically station with "Would you fondle my
funny. It shares the problem of buttocks?"
It is a crazy quilt which gives us
many films which are compilations
of short pieces -- saturation and the chance to see life further than
inconsistency. One generally the end of our noses. We are
laughs less as the film progresses. liberated, allowed to ask all the
There's a limit to the amount of questions about the manner in
insanity one person can take. which we live that are ignored
Furthermore the sketches are elsewhere. Even the old story of
American anti-Communism is
presented in an analogy with tooth
decay. The film has its slow
moments too. Being a matter of
personal,taste, I could have done
without the upper class twits, the
cat that destroys the world, the old
OPENING SALE
Iadies4hat terrorize a city. Some of
these scenes slow down the movie
and make us glad when we see
something genuinely funny,
All in all, however, "And Now for
Something Completely Different"
St. Valentine's Day
is a film which opens our eyes to an
uncommon layer of-reality. We are
liberated, and we like it.

treasure hunt is a tired, worn out
theme, Brooks has not added any
new dimensions to it to give it
freshness. More crucially, the
assumptions it makes about
human nature strictly delimit the
film's value and our ability to
appreciate it, People are greedy,
says Brooks. They'll stop at
nothing to enrich themselves: In
any social station, and any societal
context.
The fact that this view is taken in
a film supposedly taking place in
the Soviet Union is significant. Two
important points can be made,
First, the-American foreign policy
maker's view of Eastern European
and Soviet Communism is neatly
displayed. That is, the Slavic
peoples are laboring under a
tyrannical system which has effected little change in their conciousnesses and patterns of life.
Perhaps Herbert Hoover was the
first exponent of this view when he
sent food to the Soviet Union in the
revolutionary war, It was thought
that the people could be kept
friendly to America and its
economic system while Communism discredited itself. Thus in
"The Twelve Chairs" the
Romanovs are remembered
nostalgically. The people are
usually seen in the peasant village,
often in traditional costume. The
only evidence we see of the Soviet
system is a huge, unwielding •
bureaucracy. Moody remarks in
elitist
disgust
"Comrade,
comrade, everyone calls me
comrade!"
Second, Brooks's view of human
nature as an unalterable entity is
clearly enunciated. People in
America, the Soviet Union, or
Africa are no different. We're all
moved by the universal desire to
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At Yale Rep

'Happy End': The Play Brecht Disowned

by Elizabeth Kowaleski
The first question that came to
"Happy Knd", currently running
at Yale Reperatory Theater until my mind was why Yale Rep would
February 15th, is a Brecht play chose to do a play like "Happy
which doesn't belong to Brecht. End" which seems to have more
Brecht and songwirter Kurt Weill reputation than substance. The
got together in 1928 to hastily put answer became apparent as the
1
together another musical. They play progressed: Kurt Weill s
music,
coupled
with
Brecht's
hoped to cash in on the success
which had recently been created lyrics, was well worth perby "The Threepenny Opera". formance in itself.
Brecht's secretary, Elizabeth
Hauptman, wrote most of the
The musical numbers in the play
dialogue for the new play, using a have that haunting quality that one
story she found in the Saturday
often associates with pre-war
Evening Post as a basis. Brecht Berlin. A melancholy atmosphere
filled in the lyrics.
is evoked; the songs are catchy
without being frivolous. The Yale
The play opened in Berlin in 1929, Rep production is successful in
with actor Peter Loire among the that it played the script as the
original cast. Opening night, melodrama it is without sacrificing
however, a scandal occurred when the strong appeal of the music. In
Brecht's current wife, Helena fact, a program note tells us the
Weigel, substituted a communist translator, Michael Feingold,
pamphlet for the final speech. The worked freely with the story line
audience came close to rioting. As while remaining more faithful to
.
a result, the play closed two days the lyrics.
later, a complete failure. It is not The melodramatic side of the
certain whether Brecht had play was accentuated by the use of
anything to do with the incident. At slides, projected on an upper level
any rate, he later disowned the of the stage. When the scene was
play.

set in Bill's Beer Hall, for
example, slides depicting bar life
in Chicago at the time of the action
would be shown. Song titles also
appeared in the slides above, as did
references to the emotional turmoil of the characters. This
technique was reminiscent of
reading the titles to a silent movie.
The titles tended to alienate, or
distance, the audience from the
theatrical action, a technique
Brecht would have approved of.

Fly" or "the lady in grey", with a
perfect flair. Since the play moves
within the confines of melodrama,
the actors are not allowed much
room for originality. All roles are
more or less set, we only have our
expectations for the actors to
conform to. We expect the villain to
be wicked, as we expect the
heroine's virtue to triumph. There
is something to be said for playing
set character types well. For this
reason the actors in this performance should be given credit.

The story-line of the play deals
with a confrontation between a
Chicago gang and the Salvation
Army. The head crusader for the
Army, beautiful Lillian Holiday
(played admirably well by
Stephanie Cotsirilos) falls in love
with the handsome gangster, Bill
Crackers. Both characters fall
temporarily in disfavor with their
respective organizations, but all is
reconciled in the end.

The message remains quasisocialist because no real solution is
offered. In fact, we remember that
no real problems were defined
either. In that Brecht disowned the
play, it is unnecessary to go into
how un-Brechtian this play is.
Brecht certainly knows that
politics consists of more than a
song and a slogan. But then,
"Happy End" does not pose as a
serious drama. It is billed as a
"Gangster comedy with songs." As
just that it is delightful and well
worth the trip to New Haven.

At the end of the play the forces
of the underworld join the forces of
the Salvation Army upon
I|S[3|O|NMX|S1V|N|A QB|
recognition of a common enemy:
the complacent bourgeoisie. qa w a v h V M S x p a h
"Robbing a bank is no crime - a]b v a i rlwlHah nldli A S
compared to owning one", turns ffjfi a| a| a m afwla | n| 3 nj a a V;
out to be the moral of the play. all I|AHfslN|l|o|DH«IV 3 Hi
"The Army that is great and strong AH aEHa]9|o|aUHi<ilv|a 1 0
is the army of the poor" is another a|q|o|S|3|HHJ-|3|N|l|JMH|VjH|
slogan which appears in the lMMQia|vr^Q|M|ah|JHgM
s|a|N|a|d|i|x|slHv|x|v|a|ala|
denouement of the play, A bowl of
Among the other cast members, soup is requested for every poor a|a y|o|sns|N|v|d|sll3 I d
Alvin Epstein was amusing as the person in the world in this quasi- a|a nloHMJHlNiilsHxii V \i\
diabolical
Dr. . Nakamura. socialist message.
i|6 xtafsla A[mpiwjvn S i
Elizabeth Parrjsh played "the
s|w ajalv N vWoffqvp a 1 0
a|n N i x a H I S I a ax oh

W\
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Mcleani Roach, Shepp to Perform
by Aaron Thomsas
Huence of Qrnette Coleman and
"Jazz is" freedom. Think about John Coltrane and he toured
Europe extensively. Lately, he's
that. You think about that."
Thelonius Monk
been' teaching in Hartford and
The idea for a concert ger- working with the Collective, but
minated deep in the WRTC minds just last year he toured the world
two months ago. We figured we had with a drummer.
this guy Jackie McLean, this
So- a neat little concert was
amazing musician right here in planned, but over Christmas
Hartford - so why not figure some vacation the big guns got wind of it.
way to have him play his Max Roach was interested. Archie
saxophone for us? The WRTC Shepp was interested. The
brain trust mulled over the snowball rolled and now, folks, on
possibilities - considering, Friday night, February 28, at 8:00
rejecting, reconsidering. . .
pm, we'll be featuring not one, but
Jackie McLean, with whom six jazz8 bands.
many Trinity students are familiar
The
Artists'
Collective
through his jazz history classes
over at U-Hartford, was excited Traditional Jazz Band will lead off
about it. He said he'd do it if the the show. They'll be playing music
concert could benefit his that goes back to the roots of
organization,
the Artists' modern jazz, out of the swing era.
Collective, which does great work Then tenor saxophonist Archie
in (he Hartford community, of- Shepp will take over.
fering music, dance, and art
Archie. Shepp, quite simple, is
classes to lfttle kids. So we said one
of the most important
why not.
musicians alive today. He
The brilliant WRTC thinkers now recorded first with Cecil Taylor in
had a concert, but no concert hall. the late fifties and then he made hjs
The Washington room was rejected name in the sixites, leading his own
as too small, and after a torrid grpups and associating with John
search for empty concert Kails, a Coltrane. Highly articulate, he is
brand new school - Weaver High /Strongly identified with jazz's
School in Hartford, offered the use "New Wave". He wrote, "Art
of its auditorium. After deep cannot be thought of as inreflection the'WRTC intelligentsia terchangeable with life on all
decided yes.
Jackie McLean, who at UHartford is famous for one-liners
such as, " I saw the Weather
Report last night and the forecast
was cloudy, man. . .", is an influential figure in the history of
35 years
memo? FOR.- Over
jazz. As a teenager, in the forties,
of experience
and
success
he became one of the young
Voluminous horns
disciples of bebop, Charlie
study materials
Parker's revolutionary jazz form,
Courses .that are
Jackie recorded first with Miles
constantly updated
Davis at the age of twenty in 1952,
Small classes
•and from then > on he was
Brooklyn center '
recognized as one of the prime
open days,
movers on alto sax in the fifties. In
evenings &
weekends
the sixties- he fell under the in-

ThereIS a
difference!!!

Record collector seeks
others for trades of 1950's and
1960's records. Paul, 525-7272.'
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«Y/r«.-1675 East istti Street
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11229

levels.. .IT IS LIFE.. .Then music
must at times terrify!. . .It must
bring social as well as aesthetic
order to our lives." The name
Archie Shepp is mostly identified
with an intense, emotional style of
tenor playing, but last year he won
the down beat Critics Poll for
soprano saxophone.
Vocalist Joe Lee-Wilson and his
group will follow Shepp. Joe Lee
has an excellent jazz voice and he's
one of the best young singers
today, although he's just started
.recording..,
..
Then at intermission, the Artists'
Collective New Seeds will perform
in the lobby, and they're reputed to
be very hot, aging from eleven to
sixteen years old.

Next, Jackie McLean's group
will play, featuring his son, Rene,
on tenor sax and drummer Michael
Carvin, among others.
And that ain't all, folks.
Heading off the evening will be
the master drummer, Max Roach.
Max Roach gained fame in the
forties as Charlie Parker's
drummer. He led different groups
of his own in the fifties, featuring
Clifford Brown and Sonny Rollins
among others and he's continued to
lead his own small groups up to the
present day. .
,•
Next week, fourteen hundred
tickets go on sale and they will be
snatched up quickly, so I suggest,you doi>'t delay in buying yours.
They'll go for $3.50.

And it should be kept in mind
that fn watching this concert, you'll
be watching three of jazz's giant
innovators in Jackie McLean, Max
Roach and Archie Shepp. All three
are artists of the highest caliber,
being excellent composers as well
as spokesmen for their music, And
these giants will be playing for
nothing, as all proceeds go to
benefit the Artists' Collective.
You might also keep this quote of
Charlie Parker's in mind while
you're listening - "Music is your
pvp "thoughts, your experience,
your, wisdon. If you do»'t live it, it
won't come out in your horn. They
teach you there's a boundary line •
to music, But, man, there's no
boundary line to art."

ABC
PIZZA HOUSE
(ACROSS FROM TRINITY COLLEGE)

287 NEW BRITAIN AVENUE
HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
Richard Staron, Prop.

DELICIOUS PIZZAS &
HOT OVEN GRINDERS
Stoost Beef Grinders

Phone 247-0234
CALL WHEN YOU LEAVE AND YOUR
PIZZA WILL BE READY
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Scubo Lessons

Valentine

Jobs

P. C. Term

-

, . ' . . ,

. .

Bl yes Train

Several programs (focused,
The Career Counseling Office
The new, improved Blues Train
The Post Office is not equipped to
A- ten week course on scuba
respectively,
on national govern- a funk/blues sextet" featur "g
has
received
a
large
number
of
distribute
your
valentines.
diving will begin at the Hartford
ment, urban affairs, foreign policy, Hadley Hines on vocals, will hi
YMCA, 160 Jewell St., on Tuesday, Therefore, students are requested announcements regarding sum- international
development, science playing TONIGHT at the Rocking
February 11 at 7:00 P.M. The to place cards in the boxes mer jobs in both day and
program is open to individuals 15 themselves from 10:30-12:00 and residential camps. Students in- and technology, and economic Horse on Franklin Ave. (across life
terested should check the notebook policy) are sponsored in street from the Franklin Giant
years of age and up who must first 2;O0-3:45. '
in the Career Counseling Library. Washington, D.C., by The Grinder Shop), from 9 p.m, to l
pass a basic water test. A written
Of particular interest for senior American University. Students a.m. It's Mardi Gras, so come
examination and a thirty foot
rae
women are positions with the interested in participating (or glitter!
check-out dive in open waters will
finding
out
about)
these
programs
residential
camp
of
the
ConIf Curriculum Committee action
be required of those who complete
the lessons. Participants who on a proposal for an individually- necticut Girl Scout Council, Inc., for the Christmas Term (fall) 1975
Can you give two hours a week to
complete the entire program will tailored interdisciplinary major is which serves primarily inner-city are urged to consult with Dean
receive YMCA scuba certification, expected this term, the proposal Hartford girls. Salaries are about Winslow no later than 10 March tutor a woman preparing to take
" one of three recognized certifying should be discussed with Dean $900 for the summer season, in- 1975. Applications must be com- her high school equivalency
exams? The tutoring can be done
groups in the United States. For Winslow by 21 February and then cluding room and board. Needed pleted by 14 March 1975.
in her home in Dutch Point, within
are unit leaders and directors of
further information call the submitted to all Curriculum
walking distance ( a healthy one)
Physical Education Department at Committee members by 1 March programs in arts and crafts,
of the College.
1975 according to the format on
drama, environmental activities,
5224183.
pages 62-64 jn the Handbook.
English riding, gymnastics and
For more information call
College Students' Poetry Ancanoeing and sailing. Cooks are thology: The National Poetry Joseph Hodgson, 525-1183.
also needed.. Women considering Press announces its Spring
Woods Hole Oceanographic
applying should be at least 20 years Competition. The closing date for
Institution announces their
summer Student Fellowship
Mr. Donald Allen of the College of age. Further information is the submission of manuscripts by
The Institute of International
Program for 1975 for students who Venture Program will be at Trinity available in the Career Counseling college students is April 10. Any Education sponsors British
Office.
have completed at least the junior for discussion of overseas job
student attending either junior or university summer schools. Apyear of college. Stipends are $1,200 placements on Friday, 14
A firm which specializes in the senior college is eligible to submit plications are due by Mar. 15, Any
for a 12-week program. Ap- February 1975, and will meet with construction and maintenance of
his verse. There is no limitation as interested students should contact
plications: are due March 1st. students for 15 minute ap- paddle tennis courts will be at to form or theme, Shorter works Dean Winslow.
Further information is available in .pointments beginning at 9:30 and Trinity on Thursday, Feb. 27th, to are preferred by the Board of
the Career Counseling Office.
concluding at 12 noon. The Venture recruit pairs of individuals who Judges, because of space
Program provides job op- will work as a team. If you and a limitations. Each poem must be
An alternative opportunity in
portunities for students as a friend are interested, please see typed or printed on a separate filmmaking education is being
'break' during their college the Career Counseling Office for sheet, and must bear the name and offered to college students around
careers, Those interested should further details.
home address of the student, and the country by the Gray Film
the college address as well, En- Atelier, an independent movie
Any student interested in an see Mrs. Kidder in Dean Winslow's
trants should also submit name of studio with an attached apprentice
Open Semester project for the Office by 11 February '75 to fill out
English
instructor.
Send school, making the intensive study
period late June through early an application form and then
manuscripts to: Office of the of filmmaking available to
November 1975 (replacing the schedule an interview on the basis
Hillel Free University presents a
Christmas Term at Trinity of the completed application form. lecture and discussion on Martin Press, National Poetry Press, 3210 beginners. Their apprentice
Dean Winslow's office also has
SelbyAve., Los Angeles, CA. 90034. program is designed to facilitate
College) carrying out a research
Buber: Universalism and Parthe transfer of credit back to a
project in the Philippines under the specific information on plans for
ticularism, with Rabbi Sheldon
home university.
auspieces of our exchange job opportunities in Britain Zimmerman
of
Central
program there should consult Dean through the Venture Program.
The Atelier attempts to bridge
Synagogue, N.Y.C. This Thursday,
The Connecticut
Bankers the gulf between the classroom and
Winslow early in February 1975.
February 13 at 7:30 p.m. in the
Hillel House. All welcome! No Association has announced that the realities of a working studio by
specific knowledge of Buber two $1,000 scholarships will be combining the teaching of the
awarded each year, beginning this
creation of films with their
Students planning to apply for necessary.
May, to qualified Connecticut research,
producing, and
admission to medical school in
students for assistance in pursuing distribution elements. Each film
September of 1976 should come to a
business, economics or finance goes through the total studio
meeting sponsored by the Preprocess, from initial idea germ
Trinity students who wish to careers.
Medical Advisory Committee
All
four-year
colleges
and
through story
conferences,
apply
to
participate
in
TC/RC
for
which will provide information
about the procedure to be followed. Christmas Term (fall) 1975 may universities in the State have been shooting, editing, and finally,
The meeting will be held on pick up materials in the Office of invited to recommend two can- distribution. In addition to creating
Thursday, P'ebruary 20th at 1:30 in Educational Services in 21 didates for the awards by March their own original short films, of
15. Interested students should which approximately 50 are
McCook Auditorium. Students who February 1975.
are unable to attend should make
Applications are due by Friday, 7 contact their institutions' financial produced each year, apprentices
an appointment to see Mrs. Rob- March 1975. Earlier submission of aid offices for complete in- gain professional experience
bins in Career Counseling after the applications will be. appreciated so formation and application forms. working on Atelier films intended
meeting. Underclassmen who are that interviews can be scheduled Awards will be made on the basis for commercial distribution.
Candidates for the 1975-76 Atelier
interested in learning something for those applying. Decisions on of outstanding academic ability
program are now being reviewed.
about the procedure are welcome applications will be announced on and proven financial need.
to attend also.
Interested students should write
21 March 1975.
the Gray Film Atelier, Wilson Hill
Road, Hoosick Falls, New York
There will be Israeli dancing this (12090) for more detailed inWednesday night from 7:30 to 9:00 formation.
PEACE CORPS AND VISTA
in Seabury 49. All welcome!
RECRUITERS WILL BE ON CAMPUS AT:
TRINITY COLLEGE
All women who were parON: FEBRUARY25,1975
ticipating in fall physical education
.Postludes presents David Kilroy, and/or inter-collegiate athletics
Seniors and graduate students sign up now with Placement
trumpeter, and Suzanne Gates, and who do not plan to use their
for an interview. For more information, contact Placement
organist, performing music of lockers in the Ferris Athletic
Office.
./
Purcell, Haydn, and Krebs. Center for the remainder of this
Wednesday, Feb. 12, 1975, at 10 semester are urged to vacate their
P.M. in the Chapel.
lockers as soon as possible and
return the locks to Mrs. Ruby.
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Amherst Next

Squash Squashed By Yale
by Charlie Stewart
As predicted, the Yale squash
team was very tough. Not so tough
that we couldn't get five games out
of 32, but tough nonetheless.
Games were won by Owen, Porter,
Ricks, Cross and Gates. Matches,
on the other hand, were hard to
come by. In fact, the final score
was 9-0 for the bad guys. Uggghh! I
don't remember losing 9-0 to
anyone,' anytime. Chalk it up to
experience. And what an experenee! We'll let you know when
we can play as well as Yale.

This past weekend, however,
brought better days at Wesleyan's
round robin tournament with
Cornell, Stony Brook, Franklin and
Marshall, and Trinity. On Friday
we did to Wesleyan what Yale did
to us. The score was nine to zip and
player of the match was Andy
Fowler who was blessed with his
first varsity match and victory.
Later in the afternoon we played
Cornell and won 8-1. (I won't say
who was blessed with his second
match and first loss of his varsity
career).

Frosh Also Lose to Yale
The Trinity freshman squash
team lost another heartbreaker to
Yale last week, 5-4, and pummelled
Wesleyan by a 8-1 tally to run their
season record to 5-2 with expected
easy matches with Kent and
Trinity-Pawling upcoming.
For the Bulldogs of Yale their
trip to Hartford last Wednesday
looked to be another pleasure ride
as they were facing a team that
they had defeated 7-2 just one week
earlier.
However
George
Sutherland's charges saw the Yale
match from another point of view:
Yale was the only team to have
beaten the Baby Bants in their five
starts and they wanted revenge.
Although the prior 7-2 count

hard stroking, tennis-like approach
to the game and develop a
repertoire of drop shots.-This
proved to be his downfall as his
Yale opponent stayed deep in the
court and was not forced to leave
the "T" and downed Vermilye 3-1,
winning the final two games by 1613 scores.
Winners for Trinity in the Yale
match were #2 Mike Muto, #3 Fred
Gardner, m Doug Thorn, and #8
Bill Fanning. Thorn continued his
unbeaten streak by outrunning his
foe in a five game endurance
contest. Gardner managed to rally
from a 2-0 deficit to win in five
games.
Number one Charlie Johnson, H

The next day, believe it or not,
was Saturday, but one player in
particular had no idea what day it
was. The morning match against
Stony Brook was a piece of cake (8l) and a later match against
Franklin and Marshall was a little
tense at first but seemed to be no
problem as the final score was 6-3.
Mai, J.G., and Grins lost in close
matches. J.G. seemed to have
missed the bus in the fifth game.
The final order of the tourney
was Trinity, Franklin and Marshall, Stony Brook, Cornell and
Wesleyan. The record is now 9-3.
The team is not recommending
Big Macs (two whole beef patties,
special sauce, cheese, lettuce,
pickles, onions on a sesame seed
bun) at the break between the third
and fourth games. These are
especially effective for increasing
traction with the added weight. But
even more strategic are the noises
that can be made to distract the
opponents. One Cornell player was
reported saying that he'd never
heard anything like it since the
baked bean scene in Blazing
Saddles.
Be sure to watch these exciting
new tactics this Saturday when we
play Amherst at 2:00 p.m.

photo by Nina Meledandri

The women's basketball team had a successful week
downing Sacred Heart and Connecticut College. Their next
game is Friday, February 14 against Wesleyan at home.

Fencers Nipped Twice

The Trinity Fencing Club effort expended by these Trin
narrowly lost two matches this fencers. Of the 6 losses incurred, 5
past week, falling first to the bouts were decided by a single
Brown Bears by a score of 16-11, point. 'Close but no cigar' seemed
and then to the SMU Corsairs by a to be the motto of co-captain Mark
margin of 15-12,
Farber, who lost all three bouts by
Despite the team loss to Brown, one point. Dave Weisenfeld fenced
the Trinity foil squad excelled, admirably, pocketing two victories
taking 8 out of 9 possible bouts. against the Brown opponents.
Larry Glassman and Lucien Rucci Roger 'Attila' Schreck humiliated
performed above the call of duty his adversary by beating Brown's
by going undefeated Tuesday best sabre fencer.
night. Rick "Torpedo Man" Dubiel
The epee squad redeemed itself
barely missed going unbeaten by a on Saturday, winning 5 out of 9
single touche.
bouts in the closer contest with
The outstanding record of the foil SMU. The highlight of the afsquad was foiled by Triii's own ternoon came when Jeff Martin
epee squad. Jeff Martin, Jeff calmly defeated Ron Carritte of
Monaghan, and Richard Elliott SMU, a leading contender in the
photo by Al Moore
were collectively guilty of treason, N.E. College Championships last
Left winger Pete Milliken scores a goal here in the first
as all three failed to contribute a year. Closely following Martin's
period against Assumption. Trinity won the game 11-5.
single victory to the Trinity cause. undefeated record came Richard
It was a long ride back from Elliott, who took 2 out of 3 bouts.
seemed decisive, five of the Trinity Ty Tregellas, #7 Gerri Hansen, #9" Providence
The foil squad failed to match
losses were seesaw matches that Rigg Goss, and Vermilye were the trounced trio.for this thoroughly
their
superb performance at
were decided by tiebreakers. The losers. Johnson won the first two
The sabre squad did very Brown. Larry Glassman and
Trinity team hoped that the home games of his match and eventually respectably
against the Brown Lucien Rucci, who went uncourt advantage might provide lost 17-14 in the fifth game for his swashbucklers.
Their record of 3-6 defeated on Tuesday, each
that "something extra" needed to second loss to Yale's top player. for the evening does
not reflect the slouched into a 1-2 record.
reverse the outcome.
The freshman squash team
With the match tied at four all rebounded from their Yale defeat
the result of the match rested on and stopped Wesleyan by an 8-1 Then Crush MIT, 11-1
the racket skills of #6 Andy Ver- count. The Middletown conmuye and his Eli opponent.
In his tingency was inexperienced and
first year of competitive1 squash, provided little opposition for the
vermilye has yet to deviate from a . Baby Bants.

Meanwhile co-captain Rick Dubiel
went undefeated, winning 2 bouts
before substituting himself with
Jim Merrell.
The sabre squad has been the
most consistent all week. As at
Brown, the sabre men compiled a
3-6 record against SMU. After
some commendable slashing, cocaptain Mark Farber emerged
victorious in 2 of his 3 bouts. Dave
Weisenfeld experienced an off day,
winning only one bout. Roger
Schreck commiserated with
Weisenfeld, being unable to claim
a victory his own on Saturday.
Tonight at 7 p.m., the trinity
Fencers will host Brandeis in Unit
D. Besides being the annual
reenactment of the traditional
Trinity-Brandeis fencing rivalry,
this will be an important
homecoming for the Trin fencers
after an extended series of 1road
trips. Everyone interested in the
sport of fencing should attend this
last home match. The Trin spectators promise an exciting contest
for the spectators Who come.

Squash Downs Vassar, Smith

the period on passes from Sandy
Weedon and Jeff Ford,
In the second period the Bantams continued to keep the intense
pressure on the MIT goaltender,
beating him for five more goals.
Weedon scored a short-handed goal
on a pass from Doug Hamill at
5:13. Less than a minute later
Moose Stroud scored his first on
three goals on passes from
linemates Peter Milliken and Dave
Peters. At 12:22 Weedon got his
second goal of the game,
unassisted. Milliken tallied at 16:40
assisted by Stroud and Peters. Sam
Gray closed the scoring in the
second period with assists by Tom
Lenahan and Cleary.
In the third period MIT scored on
a soft shot at the :38 scored second
mark that goalie Rudy Monteglas
fanned on. Trinity scored three
more times, once by Ford, two by
Stroud, enabling him to get the hat
trick and end it at 11-1.
Coach Dunham said that he is
"very pleased to see the team
playing together."
About 40 loyal hockey fans
travelled with the Ice Bantams at
MIT to view the thrashing and
celebrate after the game at Trader
Vic's in Boston.

Skaters Topple Lord Jeffs, 5-3

The Trinity ice hockey team pass from freshman center Tom
extended its winning streak to four Lenahan at 5:58. The goal was
games, evening its record at 6-6 .short handed for the Bantams.
by Stuart Lovejoy
looked as if Vassar would be an with victories over Amherst and Hamill iced the game with his
second goal on a pass from Weedon
Following a fine showing in the easy victory. However, Vassar MIT last week.
The Ice Bantams skated away at 13:33 of the final stanza, Greer
Howe Cup tournament last stormed back to take the next three
weekend, the women's squash matches, with Dean, Coolidge, and with an impressive 5-3 victory over then scored his second of the night
team continued its success this Monaghan falling in very close Amherst last Thursday at the for Amherst at 15:21 to cldse out
week in beating both Smith and matches by the identical scores of Glastonbury Arena. Coming into the scoring.
The Lord Jeffs outshot Trinity 37Vassar. On Thursday the women 3-1. Thus this comeback tied the • the game, Amherst was untraveled to Smith, where they score at 3 all, with one match still defeated in Division III contests. 26. Trinity goalkeeper GhrisKey
played brilliantly throughout the
encountered some of the latest in progress. Keeping up her steady
opened the scoring at game, time and again making the
resigns in squash codrts. For a play, Ellen Kelly managed to stave theAmherst
mark of the first period big save to keep the Bantams in the
start. Smith's only three playable off a comeback attempt by her when6:20
wing Jeff Clopek took a game. Trinity Coach John Dunham
courts were not of regulation Vassar opponent, and won her pass right
from defenseman Paul said Ghriskey's goaltending was
'ength cnal
or width, and they offered match 3-1. Thus with this ad- Vincent
and beat Trinity "outstanding."
m)°2
lenging detours as ditional win, the Trinity women goaltender Tim
Gjhriskey with the
Journeying to MIT for the second
endows in the side walls, metal were able to pull out a narrow 4-3' shot. Doug Hamill
tied, the score time this season, Trinity came
victory.
Patches
on
the
front
walls,
and
1
for
Trinity
at
18:18
of
the
period
away a big winner, 11-1. After a
mgs that were about four feet
Coach Jane Millspaugh is
he took a pass by Sandy dismal 2-6 start, the MIT win
«>w. After receiving numerous presently trying to firm up her when
from behind the net and brought the record to .500 at 6-6.
.-cial rules to deal with such team's ladder in anticipation of Weedon
the puck behind Amherst Having defeated the weak MIT
oostacles, the Trinity women harder matches<o come as well as put
squad by a score of 10-1 in
remained unphased and went on to the Nationals in the end of goaltender Jeff Fine.
December, the team was looking
iweep
the
Smith
girls
7-0.
Sophie
i
Bill.Greer
scored
for
Amherst
at
February.
Today
the
team
is
on
the
1
at n won in 4 games, Beth road again playing a double-match \ the 1:44 mark of the second period, forward to an easy win and a
'" (substituting for Vickey against Wellesley and Radcliffe, but lost the lead for good when less chance to give ice time to players
' at #2 won in 5, Miny followed by a home match on than three minutes later Sam Gray who usually don't get a chance to
at §3 won in 3, Carol Friday against Wesleyan.
tied the score, deflecting a shot by see much action.
m at #4 won in 4, Carol
The Bantams were in control
Results of Vassar match (in linemate Mark Cleary.
1
at
#5
swept
in
3,
Ellen
Kelly
throughout
the entire game and led
Trinity
took
the
lead
at
16:35
of
order
of
team
rank):
1™ wt oh"e i lna s4,t s and Barb Fisher
the period when defenseman'Jim 3-0 after the first period of play.
Sophie
Bell
won
15/8,
15/10,
S'S
Pot closed out the 15/10; Vickey Tilney won 15/6, Lenahan scored a power play goal Tom Lenahan opened the scoring
epin in3
15/40, 15/7; Beth Dean lost 14/15, with a slap shot from the left point. at the six minute mark on passes
15/18, 15/10, 8/15; Mimi Coolidge Trinity had a one-man advantage from Peter Taussig and Mark
hnJ.
• f u l l v returning to their lost 15/12,12/15,10/15,11/15; Carol at the time Lenahan scored, having Cleary. Fifty seconds later Alan
me c
°urts the next day, the Monaghan lost 13/15, 15/13, 14/15, failed to score with a two-man Plough tallied with assists from
ran UD against a surlinemates Hank Finkenstaedt and
advantage.
_ Vassar team. After 9/15; Carol Powell won 17/14,15/6,
In the third period, Captain Chip LaLone. Doug Hamill got the
, and Powell had given 15/8; and Ellen Kelly won 15/9,
Cleary got an insurance goal on a third goa) of the game at 14:50 of
a commanding lead, it 15/12, 13/15, 15/9.

Thate

! -

Trinity faces rival Wesleyan this>
Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in the
Glastonbury Arena. The Bantams
have a 6-4 record in Division III
play.
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Basketball Rallies To Top Wesley an, 69-60

by Nick
ick Theobald
Even though
the Trinity
basketball team was able to break
a three-game losing streak last
week, they proceeded to drop two

more contests to drop their season
record to 3-8. The Bantshave now.
lost five of their last six games as"

Ladies B-Ball Wins Two
The Trinity Women's Basketball
team members proved they have
the desire and talent to win by
beating Sacred Heart and Conn.
College last week.
After losing their first 2 games to
E.C.S.C. and Fairfield, Trinity
staged a magnificent comebaok.
Last Monday, night, Trinity
outhustled, outplayed and outscored Conn. College on Trinity's
home court. While their offense
was slightly less than spectacular,
a strong Trinity defense prevailed
throughout the game, holding
Conn. College to 31 points, The final
score of the game was 52-31, in
favor of the Trinity Terrors. High
scorers were Tina Poole with 21
points, Dawn Eberhard with 13,
and Nancy McDermott with 12.
The following Thursday, the
Trinity women traveled to
Bridgeport to take on Sacred Heart
University. Despite what appeared
to be an impressive opposing lineup, Trinity put on their finest
performance, thus far, to beat
Sacret Heart 52-39. With their
almost impenetrable defense
Trinity combined a superb offense

consisting of crisp passing and
accurate shooting which consistently burned the Sacred Heart
defense. After the first half, a score
of 28-12 indicated that Trinity was
in control of the game.
Halfway through the second half,
Trinity' slacked off and found
themselves in jeopardy when a
sudden but temporary comeback
by the Sacred Heart team
narrowed Trinity's lead to 5 points.
However, after an inspiring timeout, Trinity regrouped and led by
the expertise of Tina Poole, they
regained their lead and went on to
take the game. High scorers were
Tina Poole, running up a total of 20
points, Nancy McDermott contributing 16 big ones, and Dawn
Eberhard with 10. This game
became a landmark for the team
when Cilia Williams scored her
first two points on a 20 footer. Fine
defense by the entire team was a
major factor in both games, and
against Sacred Heart, Trinity
finally succeeded in making their
offense work. The next home game
is Friday, Feb. 14 against
Wesleyan, at 4:00.

Frosh Cagers Suffer Upset
by Bob Rosenfdd
The Kreshman basketball team
started out last week with two
impressive victories, but faltered
Saturday night, dropping their first
contest of the season 79-68 to
Robinson School. This was
especially disappointing, as many
had high hopes for an undefeated
season for the frosh.
The Trinity team looked flat and
punchless, possibly a little overconfident after nine straight wins,
while Robinson could do nothing
wrong, It seemed that Trinity was
a more talented team, but they
were off,and Robinson was on. One
could easily apply to this game the
old cliche, "On any given night,
any given team can beat another
team."

had played very well in two games
earlier in the week. On Tuesday,
old rival Wesleyan came to town
and made a run at the tosh. In a
typical display of offensive power,
Trinity dumped Wesleyan 88-76.
The Bantams pulled out to a 43-30
halftime lead, led by Paul McBride
and George Smith, who hit three
hoops in three tries, coming in in
the sixth man role. In the second
half Wesleyan made the game
close, but Trin put it out of reach in
a matter of time. The balanced
scoring attack was led by McBride
with 20, Art Blake 18, and Cawelti
17.
The squad travelled to Amherst.
on Thursday to meet the Lord Jeffs
for the second lime this season.
Once again the first half was all
Even so, Robinson stuck it to Trinity and they had a 14 point
Trinity in a fine display of margin. But in the second half,
basketball at both ends of the Amherst played like they had spent
court, led by 6-8 center Jim Carr. halftime at the Bob McAdoo school
He poured in 34 points, 19 in the of shooting. Their amazing
second half when Robinson pulled shooting allowed them to close to 4
away, and he hauled down points, at which point Trinity
numerous
rebounds.
His responded with a four point play.
rebounding hurt as much as his Wayne Cooke scored on a follow up
scoring, because Trinity had and was fouled; his missed foul
always depended on controlling the - shot was tipped in by Cawelti. The
boards to trigger their fast break. frosh shot well enough themselves
The game started out as many to offset Amherst's, and kept them
games have for the freshmen this at a safe distance until time exseason - the shots were falling,.the pired. Larry Wells paced the team
defense was there, and the score with 25 points, hitting on 11 of 20
was 29-17. But with 6 minutes left in field goal attempts
the half, Trinity slowed while
Robinson, turned on the afterburners - by the time halftime
arrived, the prep school was ahead
35-31.

I
they go on the road for three away
games this week.
Last Tuesday evening things
were looking up for Trinity after a
69-60 win over Wesleyan. Mike
Mistretta, Jim Sumler, Wayne
. Sokolosky, Steve Haydasz, and Bob
Pickard all turned in fine performances in enabling the Bantams to avenge an earlier 59-53 loss
to the Cardinals. Mistretta helped
out with 13 points and ten
rebounds, while Sumler had nine
points and nine rebounds, with
Sokolosky grabbing scoring honors
for the game with 16 points,
Haydasz adding 14, and Pickard 13.
Trinity held a narrow 32-30 lead
at halftime, before outscoring
Wesleyan 18-6 over the first 12
minutes of the second half to take a
50-36 lead. The Cardinals were able
to narrow the lead to three late in
the'game, but Mistretta sank four
consecutive free throws to pull the
game out for the home team, It was
poor free-throw shooting by Trinity
which kept Wesleyan in the
ballgame, as the Bants hit only 17
of their 38 free tosses. The game
was rather sloppily played, with a
total of 53 turnovers, with Trinity
committing 27 and Wesleyan 26.
The Bants hit 44.6 percent from the
field in the game and also controlled the boards by a 39-34 count.
In their next contest the Bants
weren't as successful however as
Amherst avenged an early season
loss to Trinity with a 79-70 win. The
Lord Jeffs, 5-4, went out to a 35-24
halftime lead on their home court
and shot 53 percent on the way to
win. Wayne Sokolosky was the
game's high scorer with 21 points,
white Jonathan Coffin added 20 and
James Rehnquist 19 for Amherst.

Last Saturday night the Bants
met a good Union team and came
away on the short end of an 83-68
score. The Dutchmen shot 63
percent from the field in the first
half in taking a 46-30 lead. The
Union lead was stretched to 58-39
after six minutes of the second
naif, but the Bantams narrowed it
to 67-61 with seven minutes to play
The Dutchmen were able to get
some easy buckets, as Trinity was
forced to go for the steal and Union
won going away.
Union outshot the Bants from the
field 59-39 percent. As he had in the
two earlier games in the week
Sokolosky led Trinity in scoring
with 16 points and pushed his team
leading scoring average to 17 4
Bob Pickard and Steve Haydasz
also hit double figures with 11 and
ten points respectively. JohnDenio
led the Dutchmen with 16, while
Bill Carmody, and Charlie
Gugliogta both hitting for..14.
The Bantams now face four
consecutive away games with
three coming this week. Tonight
Trinity travels to Massachusetts to
take
on
the
Worcester
Poly technical Institute. This weekend the squad travels to Maine and"
faces Colby on Friday night and
Bowdoin on Saturday afternoon. '-
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Mike Mistretta battles with Wesleyan's John Ellsworth as
Jim Sumler (24) and Wayne Sikolosky (22) move into
position.

Wrestlers Downed
in ri-Meet

by Ken Feinswog
It was a tough and disappointing
week for the Trinity wrestling
team. Last Saturday, the Bantam
grapplers traveled to New Britain
to take on two wrestling powers,
Brown and Central Connecticut
College in a tri-meet. Trinity ended
up on the short end of 33-12 score to
the former and 35-8 to the latter.
In the first match, against
Brown, the two teams exchanged
forfeits in the 118 and 126 weight
classes with Chip Meyers winning
in 118. At 134, Chaffee, of Brown
decisioned Phil Meister by the
score of 6-0. In the next match Nick
Benson was decisioned by just one
point, which came on a penalty
point for illegally locking his
hands.
Another close match followed
when Scott Goddin was decisioned
5-2 in just the final minute of the
match. Dave Katzka came up short
of overtaking and pinning his
opponent despite an inspired effort
at the end of his match. He lost 1410. At 167, Bob Friedman was also
beaten in just the last minute of his
match by the score of'6-3.
Mike O'Hare, at 177, gave Trinity
their only pin of the day when he
pinned his opponent at 6:56. In the
next two matches, at 190, and
Heavyweight, both Dave Corrati
and Pete Bielak were pinned.

The second half began just the
same as the first half had ended
The Trinity freshmen had lost that
fine competitive edge, and
Robinson must have found it where
Trin lpst it. Outscoring the Bantams 29-9 in the first io 1/2 minutes
of the second stanza - fourteen by
Carr - they built up a 24 point lead
which proved to be insurmountable. Trinity used a full
court press to close the gap, but it

£es

/

Coach Taylor noted that this
match was much closer than the
final score indicates. He went on to
say that the Trinity lost the match
on their match, th*at is they did not
execute their takedowns very well
and it was extremely costly.
In the Central Connecticut
match, Chip Meyers led off by
drawing his opponent. Chip
displayed some excellent moves in
tying his opponent, who is a senior
and one of the top wrestlers in the
area. After a Trinity forfeit at 126,
Phil Meister was decisioned 4-1. At
142, Nick Benson was on his way to
winning the match when he injured
his shoulder in the second period

and could not continue, losing by
default,
In the next match Scott Goddin
was pinned by his opponent in the
final minute of the match, After •
Dave Katzka was decisioned, 8-3,
Bob Freidman lost a very controversial match. In what appeared to most observers as an
illegal move, Freidman's opponent
threw him to the ground severely
dazing for about 15 minutes. Bob
was forced to continue and was
subsequently decisioned while
many people felt that the match
should have been stopped and
awarded to Freidman.
Mike O'Hare won his second
match of the day by decisioning his
opponent 5-0. Dave Corrati
followed by decisioning his opponent 3-2 in a tough and unusual
match. Dave's opponent was buna
and, an obvious favbrite of the
homecrowd. He was forced to
wrestle at all times in contact with
his opponent which may have
altered his style but he overcame
this to be victorious.
Heavyweight Pete Bielak was
winning his match 5-0 in the firs'
period and was on his way to
pinning him when he fell to the mat
with' an injury and could not
continue. It was subsequently
diagnosed as. a fractured elbow.
Coach Taylor stated that the
Bantams were just simply oUt
gunned.. They were just a very
outstanding team. The Bantams
wrestled well but the three injuries
were very costly.
The Trinity wrestlers have their
last match of the season" tonight
against Southern Conn. College.
Taylor stated that they are a
strong club and Trinity will be hard
pressed to win. But he thinks that
they can end the season on a bngni
note if they do a better job on their
feet and with takedowns. Their
record now stands at 4-6 and tne
team really wants to bring it up to
5-6 for the season. It will be traflP.
because Nick Benson is doaWwj
for today's match and Pete
is out.

